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A TOAST TO DR. PEPPER: Charles Reams, whose Pepsi-Cola
Bottling Company in Fulton has now added the well-known Dr.
Pepper soft drink to its products, poses with Bob Stone, Vice.
President and general manager of the Dr. Pepper Company.
Stone and other company men were in Fulton Wednesday night
for dinner and a meeting with local plant employees. Reams told
The News that the firm name would be changed to the "Peps:i-
e.*, Or. Pepper Bottling Company".
Kentucky Windage
(By P. W.)
The interesting story of how the drink
"Dr. Pepper" got its name was told to local
Pepsi-Cola employees Wednesday evening at
a dinner and sales meeting at Holiday Inn by
one of the company officials present for the
event.
I've often wondered.
It started back in the 1880's, when soda
fountains were mixing all kinds of carbonat-
ed drinks out of all kinds of fruit flavors,
with no two alike and something different
nearly every week.
A young man, working at a drug store
in Virginia, decided to try to make a stand-
ardized drink that would be good enough
that his customers would come back next
day and ask for the same drink, instead of
any one of a dozen others. He experimented
with different mixes continually, but no
success. None was good enough that his cus-
tomers would stick with it.
But he kept on trying.
In the meant:wit he wooed and won a
young 'lady' froth 'the'cOmmunitY by the
name of Pepper, whose father was a doctor,
and who strenuously opposed the marriage.
So the young couple moved to Waco,
Texas to live, and the young man began ex-
perimenting again with his drink mixes to
find one whose flavor would make it popu-
lar, and eventually he hit it.
Customers began coming back asking
for "that same drink you made for me yes-
terday", and he found he had to give it a
name. He called it "Dr. Pepper" as a salute
to his still-irate father-in-law, hoping to ap-
pease him.
In 1885 a Waco soft-drink bottler heard
about the local popularity of this new drink
and bought out the formula and the rights
to bottle it, and Dr. Pepper has been on the
market ever since.
Whatever happened to Dr. Pepper in
Virginia, only the local records of history
will tell; but as for his namesake—the bot-
tled soft drink—it is the oldest nationally-
advertised-and distributed soft drink in
America.
Four State Projects
To Get U.S. Grants
WASHINGTON Four
Kentucky projects will receive
federal grants. Sen. Marlow
Cook, R-Ky., announced Friday.
The Pine Mountain Etnerges-
cy Ambulance Service at Harlan
will receive $170,935 from the
Appalachian Regional Connubi-
al= to fond its sexed year of
Operation. The service operates
In eight Eastern Kentucky coun-
ties.
The ARC also wM want $lav
430 to the Buckbern Lake Emer-
gency AmIntlance Service at
Huard, which also serves parts
ol eight counties in Eastern
KrintUelq.
The tither grants were:
.424X11 from the Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation to the state
Parb DepartMent for the per-
chule and development of 2L27
acres of land located adjaceet
to Lake Malone he IdubtabitYg
County. The area will be demi-
god into a multi-purpose ath-
letic complex.
from tt Environ-
DATE CHANGED
The renniOn date of the 1939-
40-41-42 Fulton High Classes
has been moved up a week and
will be held the weekend of
July 14, 15, and 16, according
to Joe Treas, president.
mental Protection Agency to the
city of Shelbyville for construc-
tion of sewers and the extension
of a new pumping station.
GUEST CONDUCTOR
Mr. Robert, C. k•Ierning, di-
rector of bands at the Univer-
sity of Tennessee at Martin,
will be gue* conductor at the
Fulton High School Band Con-
cert on March 8.
WINTER CONCERT
The Winter Quarter Choral
Concert at the Univeteity of
Tenewrogee at Martin featuring
performances by four campus
choirs will be presented March
8 at 8 p. m. in the Pegforming
Arta 'Theatre of the new Fine
Arts Building.
FLORIDA VACATION
Mrs. Gibon Latta and Mrs.
Lois Hornbeak have returned
from a visit in Florida. Mrs.
Latta visited her stater-in-law,
Mrs. Frank Butterfield, in Or-
lando, and Frank Butterfield,
Jr , in Satellite Beach. Mrs.
Hornbetic visited I. H. Read.
Elevate home they visited Mts.
C. W. Whittelsey III at Opelika,
Fla.
IgENTliettvto
wr PAPERS
(By P. W.)
There is a movement under-
way, by petition being circulated
in South Fulton, to call for a
special vote of the residents for
the purpose of abandoning the
City Manager form of government
in that community.
The instigators of the move-
ment, who are seeking signers on
the petition, are probably well-
meaning, but I feel that they are
mis-informed, and may be spread-
ing mis-information.
The purpose of this editorial
is to express a few views in re-
buttal. Perhaps we need to bring a
few things out in the open that are
presently being whispered behind
closed doors and in dark corners.
The city government of South Ful-
ton has nothing to hide. Let's be
frank in our discussion of what's
going on in South Fulton.
The business climate in South
Fulton is good. Morale is high,
people are working together, get-
°tilt '
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,Why A Kick? They
Deserve A Handshake!
(An editorial)
ting things done, and planning for
more. South Fulton is growing,
has added to its •city limits, is
planning around a soon-to-be-con-
structed major highway, has in-
stalled a rural water program, pro-
poses to open its own swimming
pool and has up-dated a lot of its
Qty maintenance facilities.
•
South Fulton is moving ahead.
These and a multitide of other pro-
jects are being supervised by an
intelligent and capable City Man-
ager, Mike Blake, with the guid-
ance and approval of the Mayor
and Commissioners.
The Mayor and Commissioners
are businessmen
-supervisors; they
can only devote part-time to their
elected jobs. Mike Blake is a full-
time City Manager, running the
day-by-day affairs of the city; or-
ganization, co-ordinating, plan-
ning and supervising all of the im-
portant functions of the city. He is
the one, key person who brings all
(Continued on page 2)
FULTON PROCLAIMS SUNDAY, March 7 as "Honey Sunday":
Fulton Mayor Nelson Tripo this week signed a proclamation en-
dorsing the local Jaycee drive to help retarded children, flanked
by prolect chairman Gary Williamson, (left) and Tommy
Scearce, a committeeman.
Jaycee Honey Sale Sunday
Helps Retarded Children
Some thirty local Jaycees
viR1 plarticipate in a State-wide
"Honey Sunday" project this
Sunday in an effort to raise ap-
proximately $1200 locally for
retarded children.
The activity is just what its
name implies: the Jaycee; will
sell canisters of honey.
A door-to-door campaign will
kick off at abodt g: p. ,m. Sun-
day :afternoon, with Jaycee
teams seeking to visit every
house in Fulton in their effort
to meet their sales goals of 1200
canisters of honey at $1 per
cuoister.
Gary Williramson is chairman
of the twat campaign, and
funds raised locally
the J. U. Kevil center for
handicapped children in May-
field.
State-wide, "Honey Sunday-
Ins a goal of 75,000 canisters of
honey to be sold by Jaycees,
with proceeds going to benefit
retarded children within the
State. The project state-wide is
sponsored by the 'Kentucky
Jaycees and the Kentucky As-
sociation for Retarded Children.
Safety Clinic
For Drivers
Is March 9
A "Drivers' Safety Clinic"
wig be sponsored by the Ful-
ton County FFA on Tuesday,
March 9, at 7 p. m. at the high
school.
Representatives of the Ken-
tucky State Police will show
safety fame and a divg 'abuse
display, and will give safe
driving tips.
sti/Z session Is open to the. "Question-answer dis-
cussion, the dime, and the drug
display will give our county
one of the best 'opporttinities it
could have in helping to solve
some of our community pro-
blems," says Terry Paley, FFA
Community Service Chairman.
The activity is a part of the
FFA's Building Our American
Communities project.
Veteran's
Rep Coming
G. S. Miles, a Contact Repre-
sentative of the Bureau of Vet-
erans Affairs, will be present
on March 12, 1971 at the ('ham-
her of Commerce in Fulton,
Ky., to assist veterans and their
dependents with claims for
benefits due them as a result of
their military service. He will
be present from 9:00 A. M. un-
til 3:00 P. M.
PTA
The South Fulton PTA will
hold an important meeting to
discuss drug and alcohol abuse
on March 16, at 7:90 p. m.All
parents are urged to attend.
HAS SURGERY
Alex Noffel, Sr. had surgery
recently in. the Obion County
General Hospital in Union City
and is reported to be doing
fine.
Gunmen Hit
S.F. Motel
FOUR SECTIONS
Twenty-Six Pates
tolo, 10c
stag
00.011 11-98vtiviatee"'
rews,-strs -hobwise Number 9
Menees Seeks Public Expressions
On Continued Ambulance Service
County Judge James C. Menees has appeal-
ed to area residents to call his office or write let-
ters to the News with their comments about the
proposed discontinuance of local ambulance ser-
vice in Fulton County.
Judge Menees said he has
received onIN a few calls con-
cerning the announcement that
the Barrett and Chaney Funer-
al Homes in Hickman, and the
Hornbeak Funeral Home In Ful-
ton, plan to discontinue am-
bulance service after April 1.
He said he wants people to tell
him who they ;think should be
responsible for ambulance ser-
vice and how is should be ft-
A pair of armed bandits,
both black, took $250 at gun-
point from a night clerk at the
South Fulton Plaza Motel,
across from the Derby. about
4.20 Monday morning, March 1,
and then stole the clerk'swatch
from his arm and wedding ring
from his finger.
The robbery was one of two
le this area during the week-
end. An earlier holdup was
reported at Clinton, Ky.
E.L. Bradley, the clerk who
has a heart ailment, was asleep
in a room just off the office
when the two men entered
from a back door.
According to South Fulton
Safety Director Elmer Mans-
field the two, one of whom
was carrying a chrome-plat-
ed 32 caliber automatic,
forced Bradley to open the
cash drawer.
Although the pair took the
money from the cash drawer,
plus $4, the ring and the
watch from Bradley. they
missed a diamond ring the
clerk was wearing.
He described them as being
in their 30s. One, he said,
stood about 5-7 and was heavy-
set while the other was about
5-5 and weighed about 120
pounds. Both wore black leather
jackets and filling station
caps. The smaller man called
the heavyset man "Jack" at
one time. They said they were
headed for Detroit.
What is believed to have been
a disagreement between thiev-
es, combined with a quick po-
lice action, has resulted in the
arrest of three men and a wo-
man In Clinton, Ky., all charg-
ed with armed robbery.
Lodged in the Hickman
county jail in Clinton today were
persons who registered as
Bobby D. Markle and Angela
Lamb, both of San Antonio, Tex-
(Continued on Page 6)
March 15 Is
Deadline
For UTM Aid
Students seeking financial aid
to attend the University of Ten-
nessee at Martin should make
application before March 15,
William G. Fron, UTM finan-
cial aids officer, has announced.
U-T Martin offers financial
assistance in the form of Na-
tional Defense Student Loans,
Educational Opporunity
Grants, the college Work-Study
Program and the Student Nurs-
ing Loan and Grant Program.
The funds are primarily de-
signed to assist students who
are financially unable to at-
tend college without some form
of financial aid.
Each applicant must submit
a UTM Financial Aid Ap-
plication and the ACT Family
Financial Statement before be-
ing considered for a loan, grant
or work-study assistance.
Application forms are avail-
able in high school guidance
counselors' offices or by writ-
ing to Mr. William G. Fron,
Financial Aids Officer, The
University of Tennessee at
Martin, Martin, Tennessee
38237.
REAR WALL OF THE BEECH GROVE METHODIST
CHURCH, on the Brownsville road near Hickman, was blown
out in a gas explosion Sehday morning that caused etatical
juries to one man.
Scott Critically Hurt In
Beech Grove Church Explosion
(From the Hickman Courier)
Marshall Scott of 512 Catlett
was critically injured Sunday
morning, February 28, in an ex-
plosion, apparently caused by
leaking gas, at the Beech Grove
Methodist Church on the
Brownsville road.
At press time Tuesday night,
the Rev. Fred Thomas, pastor
of the church, said that Scott
was "holding his own" at Obton
County Hospital. He suffered
second- and third-degree burns
over 45 percent of his body.
Mr. Thomas said Scott,
Beech Grove's Sunday School
superintendent, had gone to the
church early Sunday morning,
as was his custom, to turn on
the heaters in the basement
classrooms. He was alone in
the building when he struck a
match and the explosion oc-
curred.
Thomas said Scott escaped
from the church and put out
burning patches of grass in the
churchyard. Then he drove to
Chaney Funeral Home, where
he was transferred to an am-
bulance and taken to the hos-
pital.
Mr. Thomas said members
of the church who have inspected
nanced, when the privately op-
erated services end.
Judge Menees revealed that
fifty percent matching funds
are available from the De-
partment of Health Education
and Welfare to purchase a
medically equipped ambulance
to any governmental unit that
seeks to provide ambulance
service to its constituents. In
addition to Federal funds, the
Kentucky Department of Health
provides free training for am-
bulance crews to operate the
ambulance either by volunte-
ers or by a county or city
government.
(State Representative Ralph
Graves advised the News last
Tuesday that $4200.00 had been
secured from HEW, and $4200
was raised locally, to pirchase
an ambulance for service with-
in Carlisle County.
(N1r. Graves said that 50
persons had volunteered their
services to operate the am-
bulance in three shifts. An
alarm system has been set up
in the homes of several of
the volunteers, who either an-
swer the call themselves or
notify the volunteer on duty for
the particular shift.
(Fees are charged for the
ambulance service that under
write the cost of maintenance
and operation of the ambulance.
No salaries are paid for the
volunteer crews.)
it consider it beyond repair. The
entire rear wall of the white
frame building was knocked
down, and the front wall was
torn loose from the side walls
by the explosion. The inside
basement walls were shifted
from the foundation, and their
paint was burned away. All but
two of the windows were broken.
NO Official estimate of the
damage has been made, Mr.
Thomas said.
Scott, 62, lives with a sis-
ter, Miss Dink Scott. He is an
employee of the Brown Shoe
Factory in Union City.
Mr. Thomas said the church
furnishings, which suffered
either slight damage or none at
all, have been moved to the
vacant Robert Pair Grocery
building on Route 2. Services
will be held there next Sunday.
IRS WARNING
The 10-day grace period nor-
mally granted to those individ-
uals taxpayers whose applica-
tions for income tax filing ex-
are denied will not -be
granted .autometically, the In-
ternal Revenue Service o.tid to-
day.
Hubbard To
Visit Area
Courthouses
State Senator Carroll Hub-
bard of Mayfield said in Frank-
fort recently that he plans to
visit each of the courthouses in
his five county Senatorial dis-
trict on next Saturday, March
6.
Hubbard added, "As I have
done twice previously—during
the 1968 and 1970 regular scs-
skew Of the feginature-LI eosin
ask that the citizens of Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman. and
Marshall Counties Share with
me personally their ideas and
opinions concerning the issues
now being decided at Frank-
fort."
The 1971 special session is for
the purpose of reapportionment
of the state's legislative dis-
tricts, both Senate and House.
Hubbard's tour -next Satur-
day includes Hickman at 8
a. m., Clinton .at 9:30 a. m.,
Bardwell-11 a. .m., Mayfield -
1 p. an: and Benton - 3 p. m.
IN MEMPHIS
Mrs. Alice Hicks, of 833 Fair-
view in Fulton bad surgery the
early part of this week at the
Baptist Hospital in Me,mphis.
Stubblefield, Cooper Pledge
Supporffor Bayou de Chien Work
It was one of the largest, if not the largest
crowd ever to attend a public hearing in the Ful-
ton County Courthouse, a long-time resident told
a News reporter last Thursday.
The capacity crowd was composed of mer-
chants, farmers, bankers, and business and civic
leaders.
They were all there to express their views
on the proposed improvement to Bayou de Chien
Creek, that each year overflows valuable farm
land in the creek's routing.
In more recent years, what with clogging by
sift and decayed timber, the stream has become
a death-bed 'for fish and wildlife, and a hazard to
the environment, farmers in the area said.
The hearing was conducted
by Col. John V. Parish, Jr.,
district engineer with theCorps
of Engineers. In brief remarks
to the audience he stressed that
the public hearing was the first
step in a very long chain of
events and that he had no pro-
posals or plans to present con-
cerning the proposed drainage
of Bayou de Chien Creek.
Said he: "We are here today
to listen to your concerns, to
your needs and to your ideas for
the future of the Bayou de Chien
Drainage Basin." The meeting
Served as forum for interested
persons and organizations—op-
ponents and proponets alike--
to present views and informa-
tion, which have not been pre-
sented at any previous meeting.
A similar meeting, held some
ten years ago at Cayce, IVILS at-
tended by a few landowners,
In sharp contrast to the huge
crowd that attended the meet-
ing on Thursday.
Colonel Parish read tele-
grams from Senator John Sher-
man Cooper and from Con-
gressman Frank Albert Stub-
blefield, both of whom ex-
pressed their deep interest in
the improvement to Bayou de
Chien Creek and who pledged
their support for any action
needed to halt the ravaging
floods that have caused eco-
nomic hardships to many far-
mers.
Other letters supporting the
drainage proposal were read by
• Colonel Parish, who also called
upon persons in the audience to
make statements either in sup-
port of, or opposing, the pro-
posed drainage project.
Of the key people who pre-
sented their views at the hear-
ing, only two comments were
made in oppOsition. Both land-
owners expressed their op-
position to the drainage pro-
posal because it might raise
property taxes, or bring about
a drainage district that might
also levy taxes within the area
affected by Bayou de Chien.
It was A. P. Childers of Water
Valley who said: "I don't think
up-land farmers ought to pay the
tax bills for bottom land farm-
ers."
H. G. Shaw, a land-owner In
the Hickman area, who spoke
in defense of the drainage pro-
posal inAlds refharks: "I want
to make it clear that this im-
provement project will not be
a water-shed, but a drainage
project and the up-land farmer
will benefit as Much from the
improvements as the botton-
land farmer. Mr. Shaw has
served As temporary chair-
man of 'The Bayou de Chien
drainage project.
Others, who addressed the
audience, and who have been
long-time advocates of the im-
provement were E. D. White
of Union City and Mrs. Mabel
Goodwin of Hickman County.
Mrs. Goodwin, who used ec-
onomic logic to support her
contention that the creek should
be improved said: "Put your
pencil to the problem." She
cited the number of crops lost
by disastrous floods and Said
that, -If these crops had not
been lost, and these fields could
have produced the average
yield, many thousands of dol-
lars in income taxes could have
been collected by the Federal
government."
A transcript of the hearing
will be made and is available
to any interested parties by
writing Colonel Parish at the
Corps of Engineers office in
the Federal Building in Mem-
phis.
1.4.011,
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(Editorial continued from page one)
of the elements of the city services
together in an efficient organiza-
tion to serve the citizens.
City managers are hard to
come by these days, especially in
small communities. Fulton needs
one but hasn't been able to find
one. This week, Hickman's re-
signed.
Why would any well-meaning
citizen of South Fulton, interested
in the City's growth and orderly,
efficient administration, seek to
have the job of city manager
abolished? Why would the citizens
of South Fulton seek to back up
ten years to the days when a busi-
nessman acting as part-time May-
or would half-heartedly try to do
the job of a trained specialist?
We assume that the current
campaign to "do-away-with" the
City Manager is circulating some
erroneous data. We assume that
the path of progress, which always
results in a certain amount of
criticism, has uncovered the crop
of critics,
Since. South Fulton is blessed
with substantial state-share-reve-
nue (which the Kentucky side
wishes it also had); we assume that
there are those who would like to
see the city government of South
Fulton just put all of this money
in the bank and not spend it to
help the growth of the community
and the welfare of its citizens.
But the City of South Fulton
already has a pretty fair bank ac-
count. It is operating on a careful-
ly-prepared budget and living
within its budget.
Let's spike a few of the cur-
rent "rumors":
The gas rate has just gone up 20%
The gas rate has not gone up
at all. Gas. bills are higher, tbis
month on account of Tat month's
cold weather. South Fulton raised
its gas rate in January, 1970 to
conform to a Texas gas increase,
which was allowed. This increase
amounted to 14c per week for the
average household. South Fulton
has not raised its gas rates since.
Texas Gas levied another small in-
crease again later last year, which
South Fulton absorbed.
Now the ELECTRIC rate
HAS gone up 20`,; , but that was
because TVA increased IT'S. rate
by 23(/‘ . Weakley County Electric
Co-Op did not even pass on all of
that increase.
Less money in bank now than un-
der the previous' administration:
In special audit prepared Sep-
tember 17, 1968 (day new commis-
sioners took office) total cash and
securities listed on Page two is
$157,235.94. The present total
amount of cash and securities as of
February 28, 1971 is $240,695.29.
The city now has $83,459.35 more
cash and securities than it had un-
der the previous adMinistration
'ending September 17, 1968.
Annexation Opposition
The people in the annexed
areas will receive the same ser-
vices and be obligated to pay for
services in the same proportion as
those persons presently in the city
limits. Street lighting is to be pro-
vided, and people in the annexed
area will pay through their taxes
in the same proportion as those
citizens in the old corporate limits.
The new area will raise the
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census approximately 200 people.
The city receives approximately
$18.00 per person per year for
each person in the city limits. The
city should receive an additional
$3,660.00 per year from the state..
South Fulton spent $6.000.00 more
than took in last year.
The city government collected
$45,994.46 more than it spent last
year.
South Fulton is going $20,000.00
in red this year
Through February 28 this year
the city has collected $28,461.39
more than spent, and with the ex-
ception of a major emergency,
should finish the year with more
receipts than expenditures.
Blake makes $14.500.00 per year
Blake makes less than $12,-
000.00. The average salary for a
city manager in a small city is
$13,500.00 to start; Blake has
worked up to $11,900 after two
years of satisfactory performance.
This salary is substantially less
than the manager of Union City,
and about the same- as the man-
ager of Hickman.
No information has been put out
about Urban Renewal Program
The cik has never had a ur-
ban renewal project. The public
housing authority operates separ-
ate of the city commission and
does not involve any city money.
The housing authority as yet has
not received any federal funds and
therefore has nothing to report to
the public.
How come there have been
people seen snooping about look-
ing at property recently?
The Obion County Tax Asses-
sor's office periodically visits
areas for the purpose of making
re-assessments. Perhaps it could
have been them. These men, who-
ever they were, were not from
South Fulton.
The new park, tennis courts and
swimming pool will cost the city
$40,000.00
This is correct. Total project
is $80,000—$40,000 federal and
$40,000 local money. The city has
the money accumulated, and the
commissioners believe that the
people of South Fulton do not
want money accumulated just for
sake of accumulating money, but
rather to use the money to provide
public works for the city.
The Public Safety Director makes
too much money and doesn't do
any work
The Public Safety Director'sjob was set up under the previous
administration, and he makes a
comparable salary to the Police
Chiefs of Fulton or Hickman. He
lends a hand, during rush periods,
whenever needed. He serves as the
general investigator in police and
fire work, as a co-ordinator and
organizer for Police and Fire de-
partments and assumes a personal
responsibility for many coordina-
tion and scheduling operations
that otherwise are not attended
to.
If you don't think any of the
above information is accurate,
write us a letter and sign it. We'll
print it.
Check these items with the
Mayor or the Commissioners.
They are the men you South Ful-
ton citizens elected to serve you,
and they are trying hard to do a
good job for their community and
for you. If you signed the petition
and now realize that you were
misinformed, you have a right to
strike your name from the peti-
tion.
IIDOET'S CORNER
MY GET UP AND GO
HAS GOT UP AND WENT
How did I know my youth is all spent?
Well, my get up and go has got up and went.
But in spite of it all, I am able to grin
When I think of where my get up has been.
Old age is golden, so I've heard it said,
But sometimes I wonder as I get into bed
With my ears in a drawer, my teeth in a cup,
My eyes on the table until I wake up.
'Ere sleep dim my eyes, I say to myself,
Is there anything else I should lay on the shelf?
And I'm happy to say as I close my door,
My friends are the same, perhaps even more.
When I was young my slippers were red,
I could kick up my heels right over my head.
When I grew older my slippers were blue,
But still I could dance the whole night through.
Now I ant old, my slippers are black,
I walk to the store and puff myself back.
The reason I know my youth is all spent,
My get up and go has got up and went.
But I really don't mind, when I think with a grin,
Of all the grand places my get up has been.
Since I've retired from life's competition,
I busy myself with compete repetition.
I get up each morning, dust off my wits,
Pick up the paper and read the "obits."
If my name is missing, I know I'm not dead,
So I eat a good breakfast and go back to bed.
AUTHOR UNKNOWN
MAJOR IPINNTS
I MINOR, TOO
Sy SODOM IS SUASNSTION
CORREGIDOR
There are ghosts on this rocky
island in Manila Bay, where
one of the tragic episodes of
history was written early in
World War II.
The visitor here has clear re-
minders of the brave effort by
Americans and Filipinos to hold
this bastion long enough to
alter the Japanese time table
of Pacific conquest and to help
in the ultimate effort to wrest
victory from the hands of the
invaders.
Corregidor is easily reached
from Manila. A hydrofoil ride
takes one swiftly across the
shark-filled water, a trip much
faster than the two-hour cruise
I took on a navy vessel former-
ly the yacht of the Philippine
president. After arrival I travel-
ed over bumpy roads to view
the fortifications which were
devastated during weeks of
heavy bombardment . . and
communicate with the ghosts
of the 1,600 American service-
men and their Filipino com-
rades who died in the battle.
The several batteries—Way,
Hearn. Geary and Crockett—
and the barracks have been
left largely as they were when
General Wainwright finally sur-
rendered.. In the intervening
years, however, the jungle has
surrounded the ruins. Acacia
and tipil trees and other growth
have crowded around and within
the concrete and steel skeletons
which remain.
Arrangements to visit Corre-
gidor can be made easily.
through tourist offices in the
leading hotels. I found the
management of the Manila Hil-
tin Hotel to be particularly
helpful in this regard. The hotel
FULTON'S
Il_arstry Connerr
BY LUCY DANIEL
Friend: "How are you net.
Ping on at home since your wife
went away?"
Husband: "Fine. I've readied
the highest point of efficiency.
I can put my socks on from
either end."
WAR GAMES, by James Park
Sloan. This is a wise, dryly
humorous, and perfectly con-
ceived novel about a man Of
our time. The protagonist
leaves college to enlist in the
army and is sent to Southeast
Asia. He is a man curiously be.
set by small cores. He worries
about his fedi). Venereal di-
sease may cost him his combat
tour, so he endures it in sil-
ence. His stoicism reward-r1,
he is like a passive observer
in the mire of Vietnam, in bu-
reaucracy and battle, in the
r:epths of callousness and fear.
When sent on a mission at last,
he commits the most barbarous
(or the most honorable) ad
possible in the war.
NOBODY KNEW THEY
WERE THERE, by Evan Hunt-
cr. In this novel Evan Hiuster
d'ssects the fears and tensions
of a sharply divided country—
one where riot and assassina-
tion have become almost com-
monplace. and where men and
women hove come to regard
political violence as not only
desirable, but_absolutely neces-
sary. The focuses on one
man and an tatS6issination plot.
It captures the suspenseful
agony of a man, -a family, and
a nation perched on the panicky
edge of dissolution. .
PERILOUS ASCENT, by
Myths R. Fenner. When man
pits his strength and cunning
against the forces of nature, he
tarn.mons tiLs highest courage,
imagination, and daring. Scal-
ing an inaccessible mountain
height is the epitome of such a
contest, and the struggle con-
tains all the elements of high
adventure. Reading these stor-
ies of mountain climbing, we
respond to their drama with a
quickening pulse.
THE PARAGON, by John
Knowles. Back in school after
a failed eight-month stint in the
Marine Corps, Lou Colfax look-
ed forward to Yale. It had to
be an improvement over boot
camp. He continued to think so
for at least huff an hour, until
he met his roommate, Gwelon
Doman. Rich (Durant Chemi-
cals spelled money), antugon-
Atobbiy41, Gordon was an-
ticipating a room* who wore
gray flannel and tweed and
cashmere 'sweaters, played a
good game at squash, and
could fa in at the Stork Club
and El Morocco. Lou, who
crash
-banded into their room
sporthig a huge duffel bag,
didn't quite fit the NI. Lou's
troubles were just beginning.
short-changed. And it tells why
irrational and wasteful deci-
sions on military spending are
still being made.
'
PROTOCOL FOR A' KID-
NAPPING, by Oliver Blireck,
111,Lip 1 St. Ives,' the top ,pro-
fes*inal go-hetween, is back in
aptIni,: it this MA01 of intrigue.
He is coerced by the Depart-
ment of State into recovering
the U. S. Ambassador to yugo-
&Livia. The dipkimat has been
kidnapped and • Wing' held for
rartiom. It's a complicated as-
signment that becomes down-
right deadly.
RUN'NING,,BLIND, by Des- :.,:grq knowl4 ,cveryeuil:mond flriggeti,.:Alan skives* betisiprpts1jje,illessons- /boat' Ideadig '-now has rtslyiSsiltir Inattise
Come in and we it.
game in which he was involv-
ed. Too many hitter memories
remained from his la( journey
into Ilse shadow of international
espionage for him to doubt that
his fife would be sacrificed
without a second thought if
neeetaaary. Yet it was those
same memories that entangled
tim, in the drama that unfolds
with ever-increasing suspensein this exciting novel of in-
trigue.
THE ECONOMY OF DEATH,
by Richard J. Barnet. This
book is a call to action. Writ-
ten for the average taxpayer, it
tells where the trillion dollars
spent for defense since 1946 has
gone. It demonstrates how the
public has been consistently
Pidgin English Stays
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.—The
United Nations Trusteeship
Council in 1953 condemned the
use of pidgin English as perpet-
uating the attitudes of colonial-
ism. But attempts to stamp it
Out have been unavailing.
Vegetation Loss
BELTS VILLE, Md.—Air pollu-
tion injury to vegetation is
causing losses exceeding half a
billion , dollars a year in the
United States, federal scientists
estimate.
FROM THE FILES—
Turning Back The Clock
TWENTY-YEARS AGO
FEBRUARY 23, 1951
Edwards and Furr, a Rome, Ga., firm, has
been engaged to erect the 210-foot antenna on
Fulton's new radio station, and erection will be-
gin as soon as concrete footings can be poured
and seasoned, station officials stated today.
A holiday air prevailed at the Fulton City
School Thursday morning when the news became
known that Governor Lawrexce Wetherby would
issue a call today for a special session of the legis-
lature to aid schools, old age pensioners and men-
tal hospitals. The enthusiasm was justified, ac-
cording to W. L. Holland, superintendent of
schools, who revealed that if the Governor's re-
quest is granted ($6,000,000 for teachers salaries)
the local school teachers would get an annual
raise of approximately $225 per annum.
Four Fulton Boy Scouts received Eagle
Awards at the Scout Leader's Appreciation din-
ner held in Paducah at the Irvin Cobb Hotel last
week. They are: Donald Mac Speight, 15 year old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Speight of Fourth
Street; Alton Lee Barnes, 18 year old son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Barnes of 202 Bates Street; Larry
Cavender, 14 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Cavender, 305 Eddings Street; and Richard
Strong, 16 year old son of Mr. and Mrs. H. N.
Strong of 58 Collins Street.
An engineering crew from the Kentucky De-
partment of Highways is in Fulton this week
making initial "soundings" for the new overpass
which will span ' the I, C. tracks on the new
Highway 45 re-routing.
was well supplied with informa-
tion because so many of its
guests have inquired about the
new Pacific War Memorial on
Corregidor, not far from
Malaita Tunnel, whose main
artery and many laterals were
used not only as a hospital
but as a depot and head-
quarters for both Generals Mac-
Arthur and Wainwright.
EXCELLENT NEW HOOK
AUSTRALIA: If - you're going
to Autralias or even thinking
about Australia, be sure to read
the new "Guide 'to Australia"
by Osmar White. an Australian
new man and travel 'expert. The
boot is published by the Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co., .310 W.
42nd St., New. York, N.Y.
10036, and features 14 finecolor
plates, SI additional fine photos
and 27 maps.
"Guide to Autralia•" answers
almost any question that could
be asked by the tositist. businesS
man, naturalist, sportsman and
hobbyist. White cos ersgalleries,
libraries, museums: parks, com-
merce and industry, sports and
even the vast, sparsely' populated
"Outback.',-Whjte issrog Inter-
ested in promoting tourism. In-
stead, he has pros idcd all the
necessary facts about this enor-
mous island continent' add his
done so with Zen 'and 'homer.
Major Points reComnichdi it
highly.
• • •
GENE GEMS:,. My .cbstsin
has been. going outatillib
aide, but it's only t. flu tonic
friendsllin hc has oipan lime
job, he •works' dirrint'thE'Part
of the time that the bosswatches
-Cent- GsIsliiirowski.
• • '. • '
FRANKELY,'SPEAKINGi
A rabble rouser is one given to
incite work . my friend sings
"Born. Fir" withrgusto; his
parents slapnedi town, 'W,itheut
paying the hospital;
" I '.1!7Y t.i'
, • ; - :1 ?Ill
THE FUNNY PAPERS i•
The ,engravers', contracts es*
pired Sept. 30, as • di,d chit
printers. Wsish legion Poss.
The ,city . government, Which
recently fried 500 employes, is
silunchfia new
The Fulton Chamber of Commerce is in re-
ceipt of a letter from the Hal Johnson Company
of Chula Vista, California seeking a location in
this area to manufacture airframe componets and
act as sub-contractors in the defense industry
manufacturing airplane parts. The company
would hire more than 1200 people at a rate up-
wards of $1.50 per hour.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
FEBRUARY 26, 1926
Many Tennessee motorists came over to the
Kentucky side last Sunday to fill their gas tanks
before taking afternoon joy rides, this being the
first day the Tennessee 5c gas tax goes into effect
. . and enforcement of a revived Sunday closing
law in that state.
The City of Fulton has adopted a new ordi-
ance charging local taxies and motor
-driven
drays $15 a year; 2-horse wagons, $10 a year, and
1-horse wagons $5 a year.
Fulton man mops up in Florida (headline):
Rev. R. C. Whitnel, who moved to Florida more
than a year ago and entered the real estate firm
of Hicks & Whitnel, has just handled the largest
land sale ever made in that state at one time. The
million acres involved were purchased for colon-
ization purpose.
Boy Scout News: Cecil Wheeler, Eugene
Boone and Jack Covington have advanced to first
class scouts; Paul Pickering, Jr., Harold Hey-
wood, Avery Hancock and Howard Patterson
have advanced to second-class. Louis Weaks is
Scoutmaster of Troop 4 and Robert Witty of
Troop 2.
The Fulton Lions Club will sponsor a big
Foster-egg hunt at the fairgrounds this year.
qY —
EAGER BEAVER' Don't
worry about lebsruiti—Mtere
will be, es:"in .ois you
can stand . ivlfen I was
halfway up the ladder of success,
someone sold the building it
was leaning On . Even if men
did understand women I- they
wouldn't believe it. - Wiifrod
Beaver.
• • •
THE FUNNY PAPERS
A full-leg cast that bends at
the knee and helps heal hr.:Atli
kegs in half the time required
with the old rigid casts has. been
developed by . a University:of
Southern California researcher.
- Longview, Wn.,•News.
• • •
MERELY MUSING: To stay
young, associate with young
people. To grow old fast, just
try to keep up with them .
It takes but a. second to ad-
minister a rebuke—but „it may
take a lifetime for the ode who
has been rebuked to forget it.
-Al Musser.
• • *
MINOR NOTES: Sad head-
line in a Wisconsin weekly news-
paper in one of the more beauti-
ful areas of the Upper Midwest:
"Lakes awash in fertilizer, sew-
age" there's work for all of
us to do if we are to preserve
our air and water'  News item
that boggles the mind appeared
in the San Francisco Chronicle:
"Unemployment in California
dropped slightly last month, al-
though the number of people
out of work increased" which
prompted the New Yorker to
comment, "You take the bad
news along with the good" 
Stan Davis is the fellow who
bought a police dog to protect
him when he visited New York,
"But my first night out I ran
into a mugger with a rhinoc-
eros!"....People who won't wear
safety belts when in a car really
confuse me... the percentage is
low, but younger drivers are
more likely to use restraints than
older drivers ..... and drivers of
small foreign cars are four times
as likely to fasten their belts than
drivers of American cars of all
sizes. We all should, of course.
A FAVORITE STORY: I
volunteered for the CIA, and
this lieutenant said to me,
"You're kind of small. We're
looking for someone who's large
and fierce. W,e're looking for
someone who's restless and un-
easy, especially at night. Some-
one who sleeps with one eye
Open."
I said, "if it's OK with you.
I'll send my wife."
-Mkkey Marvin.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Susan Burrow Announces
Completed Wedding Plans
Completed plans for her
marriage to Donald Roger Parr
Cr. told today by Miss Susan
Burrow, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Thurman Burrow of
South Fulton. The prospective
bridegroom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Carlos Dew Parr of
Union City.
Ftret Baptist Church of
Fulton will be the scene of
the double ring ceremony on
March 14th at 4 o'clock in
the afternoon. The Rev. James
W. Best will officiate.
Mrs. Barry Adams of Ful-
ton, organist, and Mrs. Nelson
A. Tripp of Fulton, vocalist,
will present a program of nup-
tial music.
Attending Miss Burrow as
maid of honor will be Miss Nancy
Webb of Memphis. Serving as
bridesmaids will be Mrs. Rod-
ney swan, cousin of the bride,
and Miss Diane Moore, both of
Memphis, and Mrs. David Gil-
lespie of Columbus, Ga. Jack-
ie Whaley of Union City will be
Union City will be junior brides-
maid and Kellye Parr of Hat-
tiesburg, Miss., flower girl.
Both are nieces of the pros-
eective bridegroom.
Mr. Parr has selected Cal-
vin Speed as best men. Rob-
ert Burrow of south Fulton,
brother of the bride, and
Thomas Parr of Troy and Rob-
ert Max Parr of Hattiesburg,
brothers of the bridegroom,
will serve 13 ushers.
Groorneman will be David
Parr of Nashville, newphew of
the bridegroom, and ringhear-
er will be Rodney Allen swan
of Memphis, cousin of the bride.
The parents of the bride
will entertain with a reception
in the fellowship hall of the
church following the wedding.
Friends and relatives of the
couple are invited tothe wedding
and reception.
Bridal Shower Compliments
Miss Susan Ruth Burrow
Miss Suns Ruth Burrow,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Thurman Burrow of South Ful-
too, was graciously honored
Sahirday afternoon with a
bridal shower In the home of
Mrs. ranast Moore at_.„.kern-
Bride-Elect
Is Honored
On Saturday, February 27, at
one o'clock, Mrs. Charles Bur-
row entertaioed with a lunch-
mm at, her home ens Ecklings
Street honoring Miss Susan
Burrow.
'Dime attending were Miss
Burrow, Mrs. J. T. Burrow,
mocha- of the Inide-clect, Mrs.
C. p. purr, mother ol the
groom-eteet, Mrs. Steve Wiley,
Mrs. Charles Cannon, Mrs. M.
N.I 'Burrow, Mrs. Bobby By-
num, •Mrs. Ted Barclay,
Honey Jones of Martin, Ten-
nessee, and Mrs. Calvin Speed
of Union City, Tennessee.
phis. The honoree Is the fiancee
of Donald Parr, who is serv-
ing with the U.S. Air Force in
Denver. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. C.D. Parr of union
city.
Hostesses for the pretty
courtesy were Miss Diane Moore
Sod miss Nancy Webb.
For the occasion Miss BUT-
row wore a brown tuarl white
striped knit dress complement-
ed with a gift corsage of
white chrysanthemums. Her
mother and Mrs. Parr, special
guests, also were presented
with corsages of white car-
nations.
Games were enjoyed with
the prizes being presented to
the honoree.
The beautifully appointed
dining table, centered with a
miniature bride and bridegroom,
held a lovely crystal bowl,
filled with pink punch, and a
silver coffee service. Dainty
'cake squares topped with pink
rosebuds, salted outs and mints
were served with the punch and
coffee.
Some 20 guests attended the
eartF.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Puckett, Sr.
Carl Pucketts Will Observe Golden Wedding
Anniversary On Sunday, March Fourteenth
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Puckett, Sr. of Route 4,
Fulton, Kentucky will celebrate their Golden
Wedding Anniversary, Sunday, March 14, 1971
at the home of their daughter, Mrs. Stanley G.
Jones, Route 4, Pierce Rdad; Fulton, Kentucky.
Friends and relatives are invited to attend
between the hours of 2 to 5 p. m.
The couple were married
March 27, 192E in Fulton, Ken-
tucky by Squire McDade. They
were attended by Miss Hazel
Latta and Mr. Charlie B.
McAlister who were also mar-
ried at the same hour, making
a double wedding.
Mrs. Puckett is the former
Ruth Holland, daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hol-
land of Water Valley, Kentucky.
Mr. Puckett is the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. N.(' Puckett
of Wine° Kentucky.
Louisville Children's Theatre Plans
'Androcles” Play Here On March 6
"Androcles and the Lion"
will be presented Friday, March
26 at 3 p.m., at Carr Elemen-
tary auditorium by the Child-
ren's Theatre of Louisville,
and under, and $1.50 for stu-
dents over 12 and for adults.
Tickets at the door will be
$1.25 and $1.75 respectively.
A sketch of Androcles and
"Androcles" is based on his friend the lion appears in
the Roman fable of the slave the Fulton News. Nursery
who pulls a thorn from a lien's school, kindergarten, and grade
pew and Is thereby saved from school pupils are eligible to
being eaten alive in the arena. join the contest to color the
A young-adult cast amearingas picture. First prize for the
strolling players will perform best picture will be two tickets
a number of songs, for the play, and second prize
Tickets for the play will be will be case ticket. Further de-
$1 in advance for children 12 tails accompany the sketch.
This picture may be
colored with crayon or
weft color. Pictures
must be sent to the
Chamber of Commerce
office by) Thursday.
March 19. Whiners will
be announced in the fol-
lowing week's Fulton
News.
"Androcles" is being pre-
sented on a statewide tour that
commemorates the Children's
Theatre's 25th anniversary.
The Kentucky ArtsCommission
and the Fulton-South Fulton Art
Guild are cooperating to bring
the play to Fulton.
Mrs. Andrew Nelson and
Mrs. Bill Homra are co-
chairmen of the Art Guild's
sponsoring committee. They
are assisted by Mrs. Hunter
B. Whitesell, Mrs. Don Wright,
Mrs. Charles Wade Andrews,
and Mrs. Mike Homra.
, They are the parents of
two sons, Carl Puckett, Jr. of
Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
Ralph Puckett of South Ful-
ton, Tennessee, and two daugh-
ters, Mrs. Stanley G. Jones
of Fulton, Kentucky and Mrs.
James B. Owens of South Ful-
ton, Tennessee. They have
eleven grandchildren and two
great grandchildren.
Gail Bushart
In Kappa Delta
Gail Rice Hushart..dmighler
of Dr. and Mrs. Glynn Bushell
of 302 Coot Delve vas recently
initiated intis Kappa Delta Na-
tionot -Sorority. She is n sopho-
more at florid* Southern and
is majoring in Elementary Edit-
ation.
Gail was also jACI4 elected
editor of Gamine. Epsilon
l'hantet• and is in charge of
submitting rtH evnirmattoe
about the Chaplet- into thu:
KAPPA laolla asa,a1 ware.
.angetns.
SCOUT'S COOKIES HERE
The Girl Scout cookies have
now arrived, and the Brownies
and Girl Scouts of the twin
cities will be canvasing the
area selling them. Buy now
and help the Scouts.
Mr. Puckett has lived in Ful-
ton forty-five years and is
retired from the oil business.
All members of the family
belong to the United Methodist
Church.
• Katie Canter
Is Bride Of
Mr. Zickefoose
FULTON, Ky., —Mrs.
Katie Canter and Richard Zicke-
foose were united in marriage
Saturday, Feb. 20, at four
o'clock in the afternoon in a
ceremony at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Jim. Bushart, Third
Street.
The Rev. William G. Adams
'officiated at the double - ring
ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Tucker Brown and the late Mrs.
ROSalie Brown. The graft's
Parents are Mr. and Mrs. Cal-
vin Zickefoose.
The vows were exchanged in
front of the fireplace, with the
mantel decorated with an ar-
rangement of blue pompons and
gladioli flanked by white
tapers.
The bride wore a frock of
aqua lace, with matching acces-
sories, and carried a bouquet of
pale yellow cymbidiums.
The only attendants were Mr.
and Mrs. Bushart and Miss Don-
na Canter,
Mrs. Bushell wore an Empire
off-white lace trimmed in brown.
Her bouquet was of yellow Fuji
mums, Miss Canter wore a frock
of deep pink whipped cream
silk with white lace trim. She
carried a nosegay of matching
pink Fuji mums.
Only immediate relatives and
a few close friends attended.
Following the ceremony,
punch and cake were served
from a lace covered table in
the dining room.
After the wedding trip, the
couple will make their home at
404 East Paducah, South Fulton,
Tenn.
SURROUNDED ha her family, State
Trener, rer Gertrnrie Dona h ey tries her
new desk. From left ,e_re John none-
hey Dr: Mee John Dona hr y Jr.;
Carol, u-ho holds the family I3ble on
which her grandmother took the oath
of office; the new treasurer; John Jr.,
and Albert. (Dispatch Photo by Shel-
don Ross)
Columbus Mispatrb 
(Ed's Note: The following story will be of
local,interest to our News readers. Treasurer
Donahey, Jr., who is married to the former Mary
Baird Noble, grand-daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon Baird of Fulton. The Donaheys, shown
above with the newly elected treasurer, were in
Fulton last year to attend the 50th wedding an-
niversary of the Gordon Bairds. Mrs. Donahey is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Abe Noble, of Nash-
ville and Coral Gables, Florida.)
Ohio Marks Up a 'First'
By MARY MeGAREY
In a Statehouse wing crowded to its
mat-tie walls, the swearing-in of Ohio's
new state treasurer Monday was still very
much a family affair.
The voice of former U.S. Sen. Stephen
Young, seasoned by years of legislative
debate, was barely audible in the crush of
humanity. but "I, Gertrude W. Donahey
" rang out loud and clear to the
enormous satisfaction Of most of those
present.
John Donahey III. 11, stiffly attentive
in his blue suit, grinned at his sister,
Carol. 10. across the family Bible she held
as their "Gigi" repeated the oath of office.
It was the same Bible their grandfa-
ther. John W., had used to take the oath as
lieutenant
-governor. Directly' above the
spotlighted scene; on the SfiteheRise
hung the portrait of their great-
grandfather, the late Vic Donahey, former
Ohio Governor and U.S. Senator.
VIC DONAHEY, their uncle, brought
the crowded throng to silence "on behalf
of Mrs. Donahey — our Gertie Ann."
The children's dad, John W. Jr., a
Nashville. 'renn., radio advertising execu-
tive, read the invocation from the Book of
Common Prayer — "Oh, God, the fountain
of wisdom and truth, whose statutes are
gracious and whose law is truth ... guide
and bless the treasurer of the State of Ohio
John's wife, Mary, and their youngest,
Albert, 6, were also on the small platform.
As near as they could get, around it, were
Gertrude's sister and her husband, Mr.and
Mrs. Paul Schramm of Naples, Fla.; her
twin brothers, Willard Walton of New
Philadelphia and Wilbert of Akron; and
Donahey in-laws including Mr. and Mrs.
Robert of Cleveland, Mr. and Mrs. James
of Reynoldsburg, Dr. and Mrs. H. Lloyd
Smith Marion Donahey), and Mrs. Vic and
daughter, Mrs. Ralph Kremer.
AS MRS. DONAHF,Y completed her
oath with a clear, firm so help me, God,"
becoming the first waman to hold a top
state administrative elective post in Ohio,
Sen. Young kissed his former administra-
tive assistant on the cheek.
Cheers spread through the crowd; a
man near the platform yelled, "Yeah. Ger-
tie!" and several loyal souls even cried,
"Speech."
Gertrude Donahey, a warm and gra- •
cious woman, is well-known and popular
among Ohio Democrats, and the faces and
fond smiles around her included as Many
men as women.
"This Is quite 'a day or Gertie," one
man Murmured and another, wedged tight
in the crush and not minding it. declared,
"After all, this is the first time in history.;
this has ever happened." .
But, appropriately, the ladies had the
final word. It was the Federated Democrat;
ic Women of Ohio who decided, a year..
ago, to observe the 50th anniversary of -.
women's suffrage by selecting their own
candidate for the state ticket.
MRS. ESTHER Meyl of Dayton, vice
president of the federation, presented the
roses Mrs. Donahey held as she shook
hundreds of eager hands. And Mrs. Vera
Elliott of Canton, federation president,
gave the benediction ending the ceremony.
When John Dont„hey HI, Carol and
Albert go home to Nashville, their make-
up assignment, for missing school, is to
report on their grandmother's big day.
Since historians will also be reporting It,
as an Ohio "first," they should have no
problems.
COLLEGE CHOIR MEMBER
Edye Dowdy, daughter ef
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Dowdy of
Route One,, is a member of
Lubbock Christian College's
Meistersinger Choir which pre-
sented a 3 day tour recently
giving concerts at three area
congregations.
CELEBRATIONS
Mn'. and Mrs. John Powell
Emerson celebrated their wed-
ding anniversary recently.
James Palmer and Mrs. Harry
Gordon, who were celebrating
their birthdays, joined the
Emersons for dinner at the
Derby.
WHEELBARROW PUSH
Ricky Hopkins, 'Porn Dame,
and Bob Wiley, all members of
Alpha Omega frabernity at
UTM, have volunteered to
participate in a wheelbarrow
"push" from Martin to Mem-
phis later this month to St.
Jude's Children's Hospital.
Dear Ann Landers. A friend
of mine told me something the
other day that makes no sense.
I am troubled because she is
a smart girl who usually knows
what she is talking about. The
more I think about what she said
the crazier it seems--yet she
was so sure of her facts I de-
cided to write and ask for your
opinion.
My friend says that when you
pick a lea/ off a tree, or when
you pick a flower, the plant
actually feels pain and lets out
a high frequency scream which
can be heard only with a
special instrument. She also
believes if you talk nicely to
one plant and harshly to another
plant, the plant you talk nicely
to will do much better.
I hope you don't think this is
too nutty to bother with. [would
like very much to know the
truth.--S. M.
Dear S. M. It depends on
whose word you want to take,
rman named Cleve Backster
wrote an article for National
Wildlife in which he described
the results of his experiments.
Mr. Bacluster wired plants to
4out iancleA4
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
a polygraph (lie detector) and
subjected the plant to various
stimuli which he interpreted as
"fear, apprehension, etc." He
concluded that the growth and
general health of plants are in-
deed affected by the way the
plants are spoken to.
A housewife in La Jolla con-
ducted her own experiments for
a horticultural group. She re-
ported that her philodendron
and sansevieria nearly died
when subjected to four hours of
rock music for five days. These
same plants recovered and
flourished when she discon-
tinued the rock music and
switched to Debussy and
Chopin.
Mr. Swenk of Morton Arbore-
tum in Chicago said, "Others
have tried similar experiments
and have had the same result.
There must be something to It."
Insofar as plants "scream-
ing" when a leaf is plucked or a
stem broken, sorry, this is
fantasy. Plants don't have voice
boxes.
Dear Ann Landers: I have
a problem so I am writing to
Ann Landers. My mom smokes
cigarets like a fiend. My dad
smokes a pipe. It's bad enough
when they are both in the same
room, but when they are in
the car together and the windows
are rolled up because of bad
weather, it's like being In a
gas chamber. I would like some
advice on what to do. - -Ten Year
Old Victim Of Potential Cancer
Dear Vic. Although recent
studies suggest that other
people's cigaret smoke might
be more damaging than orig-
inally thought, there is no solid
evidence, as yet, that a person
can get lung cancer from riding
in a car with smokers. It's
a darned nuisance to have to
breathe that stuff, however, and
I urge you to not be bashful
about speaking up.
My advice isms follows. When
the car starts to resemble It
gas chamber, ask your folks
to PLEASE roll down the
windows—so you can inhale the
polluted air from the outside.
According to ecology experts
who have instruments for meas-
uring pollution, the last breath
of pure, fresh air in this country
disappeared six months ago, it
was in Flagstaff, Arizona.
• . • • •
Dear - Ann Landers. This
restaurant where we work is
up for grabs. The fight started
Monday when the boss hired a
19-year-old kid with a bushy
mustache and hair down to his
shoulders. I'm a woman with
short haircut, forced to wear a
hairnet because of Board of
Health laws. This kid has four
times as much hair as I have
and he doesn't have to do any-
thing about it. Is this fair/—
Burnt
Dear B.: Of course not, 
the world is getting plenty funny •
without putting hairnets • on
waiters. Sorry, Honey. I eolith
the boss.
What awaits you on the other
side of the marriage veil' 110v
can you be sure your marriage
will work/ Read Ann Landere'
booklet "Marriage -- Whet
To Expect." Send your requeet
to Ann Landers in care of year
newspaper enclosing tlg, to coin
and a long, stamped, solf-ad-
dressed envelope,
ith you,
Marvin.
sMay Mofield is an ideal land-
lord. He charges no rent and
enjoys catering to fastidious
tenants—if they are bluebirds.
Fescinated by the peculiar
habits of the creature he calls
"the moat beautiful of birds,"
the chairman of the communi-
cations department at Murray
State University has converted
the yard of his farm home near
Hardin into a bluebird sanc-
teary.
Since he began a one-man
hbusing campaign for blue-
tdrds four years ago, Mofield
tins accumulated 11 bluebird
boxes on his place. Each nest-
leg box has been carefully built
and located to satisfy the metic-
ulous Instinct of the friendly
little songbird.
Through first-hand obser-
vation and his thirst for any
reading material he can find
about bluebirds, Mofteld has
become an authority on them
and probably the supreme blue-
bird fancier in West Kentucky.
Not only does he build and
place the wooden bluebird boxes
on his farm, but he never mis-
ses an opportunity to encourage
and assist others to provide
— ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer °anneal
and Mr. and Mrs. Walker Mid-
ett drove to Murray Monday
sal enjoyed visiting around
there most of the day.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuel Moody,
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Winstead
and Rufas Lowery visited with
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Williams
and Mrs. Freida Walston Wed-
nesday afternoon.
Revel Moody received a
painful injury of his left hand
Thursday while doctoring a
calf. Revel says it is better
now.
'Mrs. Effie Croft and Mrs.
Stella Jones were in Union City
Wednesda y.
Mrs. Mine Williams and Mrs.
Effie Croft visited with Mrs.
Lucille Gardner Friday after-
noon. Lucille is doing fine with
her broken hip. We hope she
can soon be out of her wheel
chair.
Elder and Mrs. Bobby Crouch
and sons, Mr. and Mrs. Ever-
ett Williams and Rufus Lowery
enjoyed Sunday dinner with
Mr. and Mrs. Ebner Cannon.
Mr. and Mrs. Adair Cannon
and Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell
attended the funeral of Mrs.
Myrtle Bell the aunt of Mrs.
Cannon and Mr. Terrell in
Hartsville, Tens., near Nash--
stile last we 'Mts. Reif was
the mother of Oar* Bell. Our
sympathy goes to the family in
their loss.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell
stinted Mrs. Terrell's Uncle
Frank Jones and Mrs. Jones
Sunday afternoon.
Frank Parish is still in the
Baptist .Hospital in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Parish
visited his dad, Frank Parish
in the hospital in Memphis Sun-
day.
Mr. land Mrs. Barry Rozell
and daughter visited Mrs. Ro-
zeft's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cash in Fulton Sunday.
-
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"Bluebirds- Unlimited" Developed By Landlord Mofield Jeffress NamedBy Campaign
Committeehomes of the precise specifi-cations necessary to attractbluebirds.
His interest in the dwindling
species was whetted by a
magazine article in early 1967
that cited a lack of housing as
a reason for the lagging blue-
bird population.
"Bluebirds had always been
a favorite of mine, and I had
lamented from time to time
that I hadn't seen any for
years--probably as long as 25
years," he explained. "So when
I read the magazine article, I
decided to try to do something
about it."
He followed the detailed di-
rections explicitly for building
a box "because they won't have
anything to do with one that is
not so-so." When he put it up
Feb. 10 of that year, he thought
it might take a year or two to
attract bluebirds. Much to his
astonishment, however, he had
two bluebirds five days later.
And he has had bluebirds in
season ever since.
By the end of the first sum-
mer he had counted 12 blue-'
birds on his place. Now he says
they are "almost beyondcount-
ing," but he can easily account
for as many as 25 or 30 within
a few minutes on any summer
day.
Mofield said people often
mistakenly call bluejays blue-
birds. Except for the fact that
both are birds and both are blue,
he noted, there are no similar-
ities between them,
A cousin of the robin, the
bluebird is a very small mi-
gratory bird he describes as
"about as blue as blue can be--
like the sky in the north—with
a slight amount of orange on
the breast." The pesky blue-
jays are actually in the crow
family.
Natural nesting places for
Easter Seal
Campaign Is
In Full Swing
The 1971 Easter Seal Cam-
paign began March 1 and will
continue through Easter Sun-
day, April 11, according to Hal
Warren, Fukon County Easter
Seal Chairman.
Mr. Warren announced that
the business establishments of
the county would be canvassed
by members of the Fulton Ro-
tary Club under the direction of
Bob Bay, Gary Williamson, L.
liklecagide and James T. Nan-
Indiviedal letters containing
Easter Seals will be mailed to
every resident of the county.
The school area will be covered
by- Susan Holt, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Balt, and Gigi
Brock, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. George Brock.
Contributions to the annual
appeal, sponsored by the Ken-
tucky Easter Seal Society for
Crippled Children, help support
a statewide program of ser-
vices including medical care
and hospitalization, therapies,
special schooling, resident
camping and transportation.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, state
Easo r Seal Campaign Chair-
man, has called for generous
support for crippled children's
work in the state and com-
mented that "The cost of pro-
viding care and treatment for
handicapped children continues
to rise and more funds are
needed to offer- a comparable
program in 1971."
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NEW HOUSING PROJECT--Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of the communications deportment at
Murray State University, inspects • partially-finished bluebird nesting box. Since reeding •
magazine article four years ago that attributed the diminishing number of bluebirds to lock of
housing, he has converted the yard of his farm home near Hardin into • bluebird sanctuary.
He has added nesting boxes—which must be :wilt to exact specifications to please the festidlous
little songbirds—each year until he now has 11 of them that attract bluebirds "almost beyond
counting" each summer.
bluebirds are fencepost holes
pecked out by woodpeckers.
Consequently, Mofield explains,
as the number of wooden fence-
posts diminished, bluebirds be-
came more rare.
He said anyone willing to in-
vest a dollar or two and to
follow exact directions for
building a bluebird box can
probably have bluebirds. The
Ideal time to expect them to
begin hunting a nesting place,
he added, is mid-February, al-
though they sometimes move in
at a later date.
Bluebirds in the Jackson
Purchase area have two lit-
ters a year, he continued, while
In the lower South they have
three. They prefer the open
country, preferably along a
fencerow, but they do like to be
near houses.
Mofield gave these directions
for building a bluebird box:
Height of 10 inches; bottom
measurements 4 3/4 inches
square, hole exactly 1 5/8
inches in diameter and exactly
6 Inches above the floor, Rat
roof overhanging 1 inch on each
side, 1/4 inch hole just
under overhang on each side
for ventilation; 2 to 4 1/4
inch holes in the corners of
the bottom for drainage, a
hinged front (or sitle) at the
top to make-opening easier;
and no peechs"siniply because
they don't like them."
He recommends 1/2 inch
marine plywood to withstand
weather because the box should
not be painted. Clear varnish
may be applied to the box after
It has weathered a year to ex-
tend its life, he said. But he
emphasized the birds prefer a
weathered box.
An ideal height off the ground
for the box is eye-level to a
six-foot tall man. Mofield cau-
timed against locating it in an
area where insecticides are
used and advised wiring it to
a metal post "to keep cats
and snakes from killing the
birds."
It is best to have more than
one box, Mofield said, because
a pair of bluebirds will not
use the same box for both
litters. And the box must be
cleaned before they will use
it—hence the hinged front or
side fastened at the bottom by
a screw.
He said the small size of the
hole keeps out bigger birds,
a necessity because the shy
and pacifistic bluebirds will
simply surrender a nest if some
other birds move in to take
over.
After following all directions,
about all left to do is "to pray
for the best," according to
Mofield. He admits it is a
little extra trouble to meet
the exact housing require-
ments of the bluebirds, but he
says it is well worth the effort.
Poet Maurice Thompson ap-
parently agreed. He described
the bluebird this way:
He sings, and his is nature's
song,--
A gust of melody sincere
From that great fount of har-
mony
Which thaws and runs when
spring is here.
Listed below are the names
of individuals who have lost
their driver's license for the
week ending February 19, 1971
as released by the Department
of Public Safety to the Traffic
(E expensive) Safety Coordinating Committee.
James Edward Glidewell, age
20, Route 4, Hickman, KontuckY,
DWI. License suspended until
-June 23, 1971.
Coy Robinson, Jr., age 35,
Southern Heights, Hickman,
Kentucky, DWI. Utensil sus-
pended until March 9, 1971.
FULL
FIFTH
$41.50
Tax Included
86 Proof Hiram Walker & Sons Int., Peoria, Ill.
Adult king cobra snakes Com-
monly measure 15 feet or more.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
The Drug Scene
by Forest H. Belt
Here's a column of 
conversetion about harmful drugs. The
author has spent several years
dealing with young people anti
the spreading drug problern.
Send your questions to Box
21294, Louisville, Ky. 4e221.
I've seen printed lists of what
to leek for when a youngster is
taking drugs. My teenager
shows some of the symptoms,
but denies using drugs. How
can I be sure—P. N. T.
Probably you can't, by your-
self. A doctor with experience
in drug cases can test for some
drugs. A good psychiatrist
could perhaps find out.
But don't be hasty. 'Unless
you find drugs in the young-
ster's possession, accusing him
isn't fair.
The fact is, many noticeable
symptoms of drug use -are also
symptoms of growing up. Ado-
lescence itself may cause list-
1 e as nes s or hyperactivity,
swings in personality, a wish to
be left alone, loss of appetite
(Remember?)
Listening (eut not asking)
gives the best clues. If you're
sympathetic to your child's
problems large and small,
you'll soon discover if anything
is bugging him that's too big to
handle.
What Is the difference be.
twain drugs and dope? I hoar
both terms being used.—T.
It's a mailer of word use.
Both words refer to dangerous
drugs.
Dope is the older tag. Now-
adays, dope means narcotic
drugs—the addictive ones. I've
noticed, among former addicts,
a tendency to call addicts
"dope fiends." That's a sick.
sounding label. Its psycholog-
ical elect on recovering addicts
may help prevent backsliding.
Pharmacists prefer the word
dope. They don't want illegal
drugs confused with prescrip.
lion drugs.
My 14-year-old son just con-
fessed to me that he is a main-
lines., What does he mean and
what can I do about it?--S. H.
Mainlining is the word for in-
jecting drugs—usually heroin or
an amphetamine — into veins
with a hypodermic needle.
Take your son is a doctor. Keep
your cool, if possible. There's
no use yelling at the kid.
If your family doctor skirts
the issue, phone your nearest
Drug Education Committee.
They can guide you to the help
your boy urgently needs. Or,
phone your state Department of
Mental Health (or the National
Institute of Mental Health,
Washington (202-657-2944). They
know the drug-help center near
yeu. Your pharmacist may
know, too.
The boy wants your help. Ad-
vice, scolding, scorn, ridicule,
etc., will drive him deeper into
addiction. He may need medi-
cal help, phychiatry, hospital
bare. Most of all he needs your
affection now, plus a firm, un-
yielding stand later when he
slips back toward drugs. While
he wants help, get it for him.
My son says on• of his pals
"has been doing uppers and
downers." I hate to mom Igno-
rant, but what is he talking
about'—J. B. H.
He's describing two different
kinds of pills. An upper is a
pep pill. Whoever takes it feels
high, full of energy, pepped up.
The tablet usually is some kind
of amphetamine. Kids call
them "speed," and they're
powerful and dangerous.
A downer works the opposite.
It's a strong barbiturate—a
tranquilizer or sedative. The
youngster on downers is
drowsy, and often floats men-
tally In a world of weh-being
The worst danger is overdose;
barbiturates can stow body
functions to a complete halt. A
normal dose for one is an over-
clese for another, which intensi-
fies the danger.
A deadly practice among
youthful drug users is mixing
them. The object is to find a
"happy medium." The strain
on heart and mind are debilitat-
ing.
Why all the hassle about
blowing grass? Everyone knows
it's no more harmful than
booze.—T. L. N.
Everyone does not know that.
Marijuana, pat, or grass,
whichever you want to call it,
has had effects that have bare-
ly been probed. Pot-smoking
changes brain cells in strange
ways. Marijuana and its deri-
vatives may mess up chromo-
somes and genes, and foul up
your future children—a sober-
ing responsibility.
Marijuana intensifies even
mild neurotic behavior. It ag.
geavates any psychotic ten-
dency you might have.
But you won't know or admit
you're strung out. Like one
group I watched get stoned.
Not one person thought he was
acting oddly, although all of
them were. Afterward, each
one remembered magnificent
conversation. In truth, their
jabbering was unconnected,
palatless, sometimes delirious.
Turnpike
Bond Sale
Authorized
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Tlie Kentucky Turnpike Author-
Ity authorized the sale of an-
other $100 million in revenue
bends Thursday at an effective
rate of interest of 7.16 per cent.
The rate was down somewhat
from the 7.41 per cent level at
which the last bonds were sold
for Kentucky's five new toll
roads.
In response to a question by
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford, Finance
Commissioner Albert Christen
said he thought the interest rate
might decline fdrther in the fu-
ture but he said than an off-
setting factor was "the terrific
increase" in construction costs.
"No one knows for sure that
the market will get better for
selling bonds," because of sev-
eral new issues upcoming from
municipalities, Christen added.
'Highway Commissioner Bill
'King said that several bids on
work for the toll roads which
have been accepted but are be-
ing held up for lack of money
would have to be rejected if the
new bond issue were not made
now.
King estimated that new bids
taken on those same projects
probably would cost 5 to 10
per cent more if the bond sale
were held up for 90 days.
MEN NEEDED
In this area to train as
LIVESTOCK
BUYERS
LEARN TO BUY CATTLE,
HOGS AND SHEEP
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Randall hi. Jeffress, prom-
inent businessman and civic
leader, has been appointed Co-
Chairman of the Fulton County
" '71 & Forward."
The appointment was an-
nounced here today by U. Gov
Ford's state campaign chair-
man, Sen. Walter "Dee" Hud-
dleston of Elizabethtown and the
Executive Committee of .71
& Forward."
In a joint statement, Hud-
dleston and the Committee said,
"We believe Randall has dis-
played the proven leadership
ability which will enable him to
help lend an effective and win-
ning campaign for Wendell Ford
in Fulton County both in May
and November."
Jeffress, who is employed
as a computer supervisor, is
president of the Sunday School
class and member of the First
Baptist Church in Fulton. He is
also a veteran of the U. S.
Navy; state director of the Ful-
ton Jaycees; and, president of
the Ferry-Morse credit union.
"Wendell Ford is the only
candidate who can and will bring
fresh, new ideas to our state
government," Jeffress said,
"and lead our state forward
in the '70's."
Jeffress and his wife, the
former Gloria Hales of Clin-
ton, reside at 210 Green Street
in Fulton. They have four
children—Jeffrey, 4; Amy, 7,
Melissa, 8, and, !Senile, 10.
P-4 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, March 4, 1971
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FAMILY LAWYER ‘1° ("w
Your Debts and Your Privacy
Window shoppers passing a
neighborhood hardware store
were startled to see a hand-
lettered sign among the pots and
pans.
"Harold Jackson," it read, "has
failed to pay his bill. This sign
will stay right here until he pays
up."
Jackson himself soon found
out about the sign. But instead
of paying the bill, he filed a
damage suit against the hardware
dealer. Grounds: invasion of
privacy.
And, even though the dealer
protested that his sign "told noth-
ing but the truth," the court
ruled in Jackson's favor. The
court said the debt was none of
the public's business.
JACKSON
HAS FAILED
To PAY
BILL
In most states, the law frowns
on the general publicizing of a
private debt. Although the debtor
does indeed owe the money, such
tactics are considered unfair and
oppressive. Even a limited pub-
licizing may be unlawful, if there
is no real justification for it.
Thus:
In another case, a debtor who
had no telephone was summoned
repeatedly to a neighbor's house
to take calls from a persistent
creditor. The creditor also took
great pains to let the neighbor
know exactly why he was calling.
Here too, when the debtor
sued, the court decided the calls
were an unlawful invasion of his
privacy.
"The defendant's tactics," said
the court, "were deliberately in-
tended to shame and harass the
plaintiff into paying. Defendant
clearly exceeded the bounds of
reeson."
The fact remains, however,
that a debt is supposed to be
paid — and that a creditor is
entitled to put on pressure to
collect it. One debtor went to
court to complain of receiving a
jarring telegram from his credi-
tor. It said: "Must have March
payment immediately or legal
action." But the court could ice
nothing unlawful in the tele-
gram. "A creditor has a perfect
right to threaten legal action,"
said the court. -There are some
shocks, inconveniences, and an-
noyances which members of so-
ciety in the nature of things must
absorb."
Fashion Show 
Is March 13 Murray Students To Host
In Mayfield Combs Campaign Dinner
Miss Shelly . Bergerhouse
Fashion Representative for 
MSU Students for Combs-
Carroll will present an even-
Vogue / Butterwick Pattern ing with gubernatorial candi-
ompan will present a one dates Bert Combs and JuliangCalshowy„
"Meeting Fashion- Carroll March 9 at 8:00 p.m.
Right," at the Purchase Area in the Murray State Univer-
C harm Schools, Thursday sity Student Union Building
.
March 11, at theassembly room, The fund-raising dinner Is
of the RECC Building, 2900 being sponsored by MSU Stu-
South Deanne Highway Pa-
ducah, and Saturday, March
13, at the Fellowship Hall of
the First Methodist Church,
Mayfield, from 9:30 a.m. a
12:30 p.m. The public is in-'
trite&
Miss Bergerhouse is a
graduate of Kansas State Uni-
dents for Combs-Carroll head-
ed by co-chairman Don Nanny,
Murray, and Steve Wilco,
Wickliffe, in conjunction vdthi
the Calloway County campaign,
organization, co-chairmen Ron'
Christopher and Harry Stout.
The cost per plate is *7.90.
Profits will be divided equally
between the campus and the
counties in the First District
for the support of Combs-Car-
roll.
Guest speakers will be Dr.*
Harry M. Sparks, president of
MSU; state Sen. Carroll Hub-
bard of Mayfield, Bert Combs;
and Julian Carroll.
Tickets maY be Purchased
versity with a B. S. in Home Final enrollment at Murray from any county, Piliquilatidar
caEcorn1 .,, Clothing Re-fit40(1 
'
st
State U he ,niversity for t spring at the door. 0
tailing. Aa former Na- stuneer ,struida at 6,870'."$ugatOt .Z*
"! Hone! .Se . ist in Glamour%op drop of. only to students from The C *S. Ilk We ,
Magazine a lle' Dressed Co
-a year ago—according to Wil- 20 per tent this ye front Ia.' ;
ed Contest, which she won ..;son Gantt, dean of admissions 
with clothes of her own con- and registrar.
struction. Noting that fall enrollment
Miss Bergerbouse's one gal of the current school year was
show, "M eeting Fashion down 202 from the previous
Right," will show how to select year, Gantt said the spring en-
and use accessories right for roilment figure is "surpris-
today's fashion and right for ingly good" when compared to
you. last year.
MOVED TO TEXAS  He explained that enrollment
usually falls off from sevenMrs. Lurline Grissom of
Murray's
Enrollment
Rated 'Good'
Sunset Drive in Fulton, has
moved to Fort Worth, Texas to
make her home with her dau-
ghter, Mrs. John W. Reaves,
2517 North Hughes.
to eight percent from fall to
spring—but lie pointed out that
the 5.5 percent decline at
Murray State this year is lower
than hormal.
S. P. MOORE & CO
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 4794144 •
—Armstrong Inlaid Linisioell
-.Vinyl and Tile
--Downs. and McGee Carpeting
—Dlrbdiatoring, Modern, and
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
How to visit Grandma
without going over the river
and through the woods
'Simple. Dial a Lovin' Phone call direct. It's as inviting
as homemade apple pie.
First diar 1 ,then the area code, (if different from
your own), then the number.
Dialing long distance direct is faster and easier than
going over the river and through the woods. In fact, it's
even faster and easier than going through the operator.
And the rates are low every night and all weekend long.
So enjoy your visit. What else that costs so little gives
you so much pleasure?
© South Central Bell
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Mrs. Dais Rouser Mrs. Morris
Mrs. Doris Beasley Houser, Mrs. Margaret S. Morris, 92- •
wife of Cheeks L. Houser, min. year-old Lynnville, Kentucky
liter of the Central Church of resident, died at 4:10 P. M.
Christ, Fulton, died at 9:55 Tuesday-, February 23, at her
p. Tueeday, February 23, at home, following an extended
the Obion County General Hoe- iiine".
pital In Union City. Born in Graves County, Ken-
Mrs. Houser was born in lucky, November 6, 1878, she
Clinton, Tennessee. Her par- eas the daughter of the late
eats, the late Walter L. and Teytor and Betsy Morris Dub-Jennie Tyree Beasley, moved to en.
Padtesah, when she was four Survivors include two sons,
years old. She graduated from Herbert Morris and Prather
the old Paducah High School Morris of Lynnville; three dou-
sed attended Cincinnati Con- seders, Mrs Neval Reed of
servatory of Music. She taught Pontine, Mich., Airs. Hattie
piano for several years. Burnett of Lynnville and MissSine was married to Brother Marie Morris of Lynnville.
'Hauser on November 6, 1929. She was a member of Burn-
The Housers moved to Fulton eft's Chapel Methodist Church.
in 1939, when he first became Services were at 2 p. m.
minister of the Central Church hursday, February 25, with
Of Christ.
 They remained here Reverend Johnson Easley of
10 years. Greenfield officiating at the
The Housers moved back to Jackson Funeral Home Chapel.
Fulton July 15, 1970 to begin a Interment was in Burnett's
second ministry with the local Chapel Cemetery.
church. Pallbearers were: James
Mrs. Houser is survived by brace, Har,sil Davidson, Coyher husband; two brothers, Dublin, James Seay, Billy
Joe T. Beasley and W. L. Bess- Saxon and Aussie B. Routen.lay, Jr. of Paducah; four
nieces, Mrs. Joann Donahue of
Beckley, W. Va.; Mrs. Maxine
Rudd of Memphis, Misses Jen-
nifer and Rebecca Beasley of
Paducah; and two nephews,
Phillip and Walter Tom Beas-
ley of Paducah. '
Services ill Fulton were con-
ducted by Brother Don W. Hes-
ter, minister of Smith Street
Church of Christ, from Horn-
beak Funeral Home at 10:30
a. m. ThursdaY, February 25,
1971.
Active pallbearers were:
Hugh Barnes, Bob Brown. Toy
Dunn, Robert Foy, William
Smith and Charles Wright.
Hoeorary pallbearers includ-
ed: C. C. Croft, Dean Collier,
Bill Gray, Leoeard Hagan, R.
L. Harris, B. B. Jones, P. A.
Liaine, J. E. MeNatt, G. A.
Thomas and Jahn Verhine.
Another service, was conduct-
ed in Paducah by Brother Paul
Forehey, minister of Broadway
Church of Christ front Roth
Funeral Home at 2 P. M. Fri-
day, February 26, 1971. Inter-
ment was in Oak Grove Ceme-
tery in Paducah.
Flailboarers weir! I. E. Jen-
nings, C. M. LeNeave, E. M.
Medley, Lee Powell Paul Ran-
Mrs. Almeady Parks Leon-
ard, 70, wile of Bennie Leonard
of 1106 Cedar Street in Hick-
man, died at the Fulton Hos-
pital at 7:00 a. m. Wednesday,
February 24, following a short
illness. She had been a patient
in the Fulton Hospital since
Sunday, February 21st.
She was born in Tennessee
October 14, 1900.
Services, were held at 2:30
p. in. at the First Church of
God in Hickman on Thursday,
February 2.5. Reverend Ray
Retainer. officiated.
Interment was by Chaney
Funeral Home and burial was
in the Hickman City Cemetery.
Elders of the church served
as pallbearers.
Toni Billy Smith,
Services, for C. T. (Tom
Billy) Smith, Clinton, Route 1,
were held Sunday at 2:00 p. In.
at the liopkihe ia nci Fen-
doh* end Houstonwtossams. eral Rome in Clinton with in-
Honorery panbesrers were: ferment in Zion Cemetery,
Jesse Ikaajgg, __pejo "Mr:Sin ith died at MN p.m.
11:14"0:4 g1410tani 'Outwits
Leon Jones, Paul Koller,
Pert Owens, Harry Potts, Har-
rhea Randolph, Lawson Ren-
doildli amries Walker, Gene
White and Charlie B. Wilson.
The Bookmobile made its
regular rounds to the Lone Oak
station last Wednesday and left
a large number of books in ex
change for the ones picked up.
So you haVe many new selec-
tions to choose now in these
last weeks of winter. Why not
take advantage of the opportun-
ity to learn or grow or enjoy
by reading another book? Only
188 were checked as read this
.period.
New members of the com-
munity will be Mr. and Mrs.
Stover Cumingham and family
site have bought what is still
referred to as the Dr. Bill
pace. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alf Cunningham and is
moving here from Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bruce of
Lexington, Ky. visited parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bruce,
over the week-end. They report
liking their home and work
there very much.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Tibbs and
daughters have moved from
our community to Fulton.
Louise Cole had to have
treatment from the doctor for
a very deep cold, but is some
better today. Mrs. Cole is still
a patient at Chessmore Clinic in
Flails, not much improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Blay-
lock visited with chilcken, Mr.
and Mrs. Barry •Provow near
Murray last Sunday.
Mrs. Evie Mitchell is gtdte
sick at her home in Fulton.
Jock Peeler was able to come
home from the hospital at
Union City last Thursday
Bead Douthitt who was in the
hospital at Mayfield returned
to his home last week.
Dukedom Homernekers re-
presented by Elizabeth Darnell,
Anguilla Haase and Imogene
Riabetts went to Hillview Nurs-
ing Home at Dukedom last
Thursday to help celebrate the
February birthdays there. A
Nate of refreshments for each
piMatt was tarried and visits
were made in eat+ roorn.
Those who bad birthdays this
month were: James Coleman,
John Jones and Ailda Ulmer.
Word was received at Good
Springs of the recent severe
Illness of Mr. W. W. Hawkins
of Paducah. He and his gtiartet
bad been present for many
horny coming days. We wish
him speedy recovery.
Ituritlay, Pebractri-25:''M the'
Clinton-Hickman County Hes.
pilaf. H2 was 58.
Survivors include two sons,
Thomas W. Smith and Humid
C. Smith, both of Clinton Route
One; a daughter, Miss Susan
Smith, East Prairie, Mo.; a
brother, Carl Smith, Clinton;
Route Two; and us sister, Mrs.
Christine Padgett, Clinton, Rt.
Two.
CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
The past few days have been
very encouraging that spring is
truly just around the corner.
Some early gardening was done
last week when some cabbage
were Planted.
Mrs. Jim Burke, Mrs. Laverne
Owensby and Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan attended the County
Council meeting in Dresden
Saturday afternoon, represent-
mg the Chestnut Glade Clad,.
Friends and relatives are en-
joying seeing Mr. and Mrs.
Harry B. Elliott who are spend-
ing a hew days with home folks,
Harry will complete his tour
of duty with the Air Force right
soon. They are undecided
where they will Wake their
home since her home is in Colo-
rado.
Friends were glad to see Hen-
son JOCIeS and Mrs. Brooks
Olives at church at Oak Grove
last Sunday after an absence
of several weeks due to being
hospital patients.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan sub-
stituted three days last week
at the Martin Elementary
School and two days at the Mar-
tin Junior High.
Mr. and Mits. Harvey
Vaughan visited Mrs. Kathe-
rine Martin in Union City lest
Sunday afternoon. Mrs. Martin
is a Mutin and enjoys visits.
They also visited Miss Edie
Maynard at the'lllilview Hos-
pital who is very sick at this
time.
Word was received that Jim-
mie Milam sufficed a very se-
vere heart attack and is ki the
intensive care unit of the hos-
pital in Jonetiboro, Arkansas.
Mr. Mills who recently pur-
chased the farm from the Ben-
nie Cummings started the house
that he plans to build last
week.
Kr. George Elliott who was
a Patient at the Fuiton Haglikel
has been dismissed.
Several friends of Mrs. Bren-
da Dublin aladded a household
shower Ignoring her at the
honte of Mrs. Marion Smith
last Saturday, Mrs. Dublin h1
the termer Brenda O'Rear of
this community.
Chestnut. Glade Club
Meets With Mrs. Burke
Tips for easit;iintl-niiire sat-
iFfactory results in ironing
were given by Mrs. Danny
Wheat the Home Management
Leader when the Chestnut
Glade Club met in the home of
Mrs., Jim Burke for the regular
n.eeting.
Theaortirviu*ci and the de-
votion was glv 'by Mrs. La-
verne Oweneby.
The roll call was answered
by each telling the name of a
book that they had read.
The Reading Leader gave a
report and suggested and gave
out books that were recom-
mended for those who were
participating in the reading
project that would provide in-
formation to help them to be-
-?ome informed and enlightener'
to adventure, ti-avel and know-
The craft leader, Mts. Jim
Burke. gave a demonstration
on making stool flowers that
she learned at the workshop
that she attended in Dresden
recently.
Mrs. Everette Terrell was the
winner of the contest directed
by Mrs. Jeter Wheat. Mrs.
Danny Wheat was the winner of
the contest directed by Mrs.
Ada. Rhodes that was carried
over from the last meeting.
:Mrs. Minnie Doren eas the
door prize winner.
Refreshments were.served to
twelve members, three visitors,
Mrs. Everette Terrell, Mrs.
Jennie Fowlkes and Mrs. Min-
nie Horeb and two children.
The next meeting will be hi
the home of Mrs. Danny Wheat.
Visitors are cordially invited.
There are 2,417 FM radio sta-
tions in the U.S.
Mrs. Auzie Legens. suffered
f mild heart attack last weeknd is a patient at the Weakley' 'ounty Hospital in Martin.
. Mr. Davis and family movsd
Into the house of Leon Mosley
sin Latham last week.
• I.ois Townsend of Latham,
'entered the Baptist Hospital in
;11emphis for tests, observations
and probably surgery for heed
trouble.
Ike Legens entered the Weak.
ivy County Nursing Home last
Wednesday.
-. Mrs. Dorothy Walker re-
mains a patient at the Volun-
teer Hospital in Martin, results
et a car accident last Sunday
near Dresden.
A truck car collided in Lath.
am last Thursday which sent
Mr. P. L. Summers of Martin
to the Volunteer Hospital. He
is reported improving. Mr.
Summers. a repair man for the
General Telephone Company
P-5 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, March 4, 1971
was driving the ear. A Scaliest
milk truck was the other ve-
hicle involved and the driver
was not hurt. .
Nelson Smith has been in-
disposed for the past few days.
Rest wishes for a speedy re-
covery.
Raymond McNatt was dis-
missed from the Fulton Hos-
pital recently and is recuperat-
ing at the home of a niece, Mrs.
lebron Butler near Fulton.
Horace Woodruff has been a
patient at the Veterans Hos-
pital in Memphis for some
nneeks.
Jimmie' Wheeler and Mrs.
Erlene 131r.ckard spent the
neck end in Memphis, with
their sister. Mrs. Yvonne Stev-
ens. They reported she is some
Setter but remains in the Meth-
odist Hospital. She appreciated
all cards from her friends. If
anyone wishes to write her the
address is: hfts. Yvonne Stev-
ens, Methodist Hospital. Mem-
phis. Tenn. Her mother. Mrs.
Z. C. Wheeler remained with
her.
Chess Morrison is about the
same. His recent visitors were:
Orven Morrison, Mr. and Mrs.
Dean Terrell. Mr. and Mrs.
Earl MeNatt, Mr. and Mrs.
Bonnie Cummings, Harvey
Carney, Hobart Morrison, Jack
l'ogue, Mr. and Mrs. Tommie
Woodruff, Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Rambo. Mrs. Bettye Synder,
Jackie and Mark. Mr. and Mrs.
1,arecy Vaughn.
. - 
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for -. -
Your Insurance Needs
RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341
Greenfield Monument Works
W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1853
— In Operation 68 Years —
Large Display
Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons
Greenfield
Phone 235-2293
J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
Rev. James Lawson
MT. ZION CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
MI. Zion Cumberland Presbyterian Church was organized in
1850, with the following as charter members: John Hicks, Marck
McAlister, Meddle Parker. Ben Latta, and a Mi. Morris. It is the
only Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Hickman County, located
on highway 1528 near Water Valley, Kentucky. ,
Mt. &ea church has never changed location but still uses the
burial st:•:und and buikling ground donated to then by Mr. Jim
McAlister. They have worshipped in three buildings. The first
church house was built when it was organized. The people used
a horse power saw mill to get the lumber. The second building was
a frame construction built in 1888. The present church building, a
brick building, was erected in 1948.
In the Spring of 1951 under the leadership of the Rev. Courtney
Foolcs the church went full time. In 1952, during the pastorate of
Rev. Fooks, a manse was built on ground given by Mr. Rich Gard-
iner.
The first youth work was organized in 1913. The first Mission-
ary Society was organized in early history of the church. To-day
the church continues to be interested in the youth of our conning&
ty. The Cumberland Presbyterian Women continue to spearbeed
our work in Missions. Though the church has a rich aid colorhd
history, we are not content to rest on past laurels, but open to paths
of service for Jesus Christ.
The above picture was taken 'during a recent Vacation Church
School at Mt. Zion. During this school the boys and girls of our
community were presented the challenge of learning more about
God's word and how to get along ',getter in Our Father's world.
The church by the side of the road extends to all a cordial welcome
to work and worship with us.
Service Scheduk During The atimmer
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Crusader's and C. P. Y. F.
10:00 A. M.
11:00 A. M.
6:00 P. M.
5:00 P. M.
Photo Courtesy of Oerdner's Studio
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
This feature' is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.
Hickman
-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Hornbeak Funeral Hozne
302 Carr Street
Puttees Ky. 472.1412
M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed 472-9060
The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. 236-2655
Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Star•—or at your doer
Fulton„,Ky. 472-3311
E. W. James and Sons
SUPERMARKETS
Hickman South Fulton Union City
Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton 472-1471
Henry I. Siegel Company, Ina,
Fulton and South Fulton
• Good place to work
Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street 472-1362
Compliments of
Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK
Henry Edwards Trucldng Co.
MC.6102
Clinton, Ky. 453-2771
Doctor
in the Kitchen°
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
FOOD FOR US ALL
Hunger, undemutrition, and
vigilance against food contamin-
ation are cited by U.S. Secretary
of Agriculture Clifford M. Hardin
as problems of great concern in
his foreword to the 1969 Year-
book of Agriculture, published
under the title, "Food For Us
All."
After stating that one might
assume, with the U.S. capacity
for food production, that the goal
of food for us all "would long
since have been realized." Secre-
tary Hardin says:
"There is still hunger in the
midst of national plenty Poverty-
caused malnutrition is far more
widespread than we previously
had thought.
"Undernutrition, caused by ig-
norance or neglect, is a common
fact of American life There are
still great gaps to be filled in the
science of nutrition. The cam-
paign to educate people about
what makes a good diet and
the relationship between diet and
vigor, health, and longevity is
only in its beginnings.
World's Best Food
"We pride ourselves on having
the world's cleanest and most
wholesome food. Yet constant
vigilance is needed to prevent
careless or inadvertent contam-
ination "
These are facts that have dis-
tressed nutritionists and it is
good to have the Secretary speak
out so clearly
This column, of course, is con-
cerned with helping people to
better understand the simple,
basic dietary rules and the im-
portance of nutrition to human
health and well being.
We have said many times that
money alone does not guarantee
a good diet and that our surveys
show that even in the middle and
upper income groups inadequate
diets are found, especially among
adolescent girls, women, and el-
derly men. And as Secretary
Hardin adds: "Both poverty and
the lack of knowledge hit par-
ticularly hard at low-income
people."
When people can't buy enough
food and this is combined over
a long period of time, with not
knowing how to select and pre-
pare food for good nutrition,
poor nutrition is almost certain
to result_ In turn, the develop-
ment of children and/or susten-
ance of the family health can
result in persons unable to real-
ize full educational and health
potential and employment. Self
realization is drastically impaired.
Feeding Programs
Child feeding programs in day
care centers, settlement houses,
and summer recreational activi-
ties — plus school lunch and
school breakfast programs — all
help. Food and nutrition educe
tion programs both by govern-
mental and privately sponsored
sources also help, as do food
stamp programs. But it will take
the concern of every American
to persist in solving our hunger
and malnutrition problems.
As for food contamination,
public agencies police the prac-
tices of food producers, proces-
sors and purveyors. But in the
home it is up to the housewife
to be sure she protects the food
she brings home as well as it has
been protected from the farm to
her table.
Miss McKinney
Named Campus
Leader At UTM
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in Fulton's Hospitals the week
of March 4:
FULTON
Virginia Campbell, Mary
Miss Chris McKinney, daugh- E. Rhodes, Mlle Boaz, Water
ter of James McKinney of Route Valley; Sylvia Cuaningham, Re-
Three, South Fulton, and a becca Hicks, Wingo; William
senior at the University of Ten- Halterman, Lou Hamlin, Mary
nessee at Martin was recently Alice Owens, Lyle Shaw, Hick-
elected a campus leader by the men; Maud Hutchinson, Etha
student body. Locke, Buford Wilker, Clinton;
A total of eighteen students Melody Terrell, Union City;
at the University of Tennessee Dorothy Churchwell, Dorothy
were chosen campus leaders Gossum, Estelle He11111, Lessie
in an election conducted by P. King, Cara Long, Eunice
the Student Government As- Mossey, Carman Moss, James
sociation. 0. Robey, Willie Oliver, E. B.
Two nominations were made Newton, South Fulton; 3, W.
by each campus organization Coleman, Lucy Ellen Daniels,
with delegates In the Student Robert Glasgow, Carbine Gor-
Government Association House don, Lola Howard, Katherine
of Representatives. The 15 Mills, Annie Stinnett, Dorothy
males and 15 females receiv- Vaughn, Mary Wilkins, Virginia
ing the most votes by the student Colley, Joe Hall, Fulton.
body became eligible for a
run-off election. The nine men
and nine women receiving the
most votes were then declared
campus leaders.
Miss McKinney has been an
outstanding leader during her
four years at the University,
and she has received numerous
awards for her efforts.
Food - Stamp
Use Doubles
In County
The number of persons re-
ceiving food stamps in Fulton
County in December 1970 was
1,173, according to the U. S.
Department of Agriculture. The
number is more than double
the total for December 1969,
when 548 persons were re-
ceiving food stamps.
An even greater increase was
shown in Hickman County. In
December 1970, 664 persons
received food stamps, com-
pared to 249 in December
1969--an increase of 266 per-
cent.
Graves County showed a de-
cline in the use of USDA as-
sistance. In December 1969,
933 persons received donated
foods, but in December 1970
the number dropped to 751.
In Kentucky overall, partic-
ipation in the USDA food pro-
gram increased 56 percent from
December 1969 to December
1970.
Dr. Bushart
Named To
Committee
Sr. Ward Bushart of Fulton
has been named to a "Com-
mittee of 101 for Combs and
Carroll" it was announced to-
day by Robert Matthews, State
Campaign Chairman for the
Combs-Carroll ticket
Matthews said that W. Terry
McBrayer, campaign co-man-
ager would serve as a liaison
between the "Committee of
101" and the Combs-Carroll
campaign.
McBrayer added that the
"Committee of 101" represents
leading people from acmes
Kentucky who want Bert
Combs and Julian Carroll to
Id Kentucky during the next
four years.
HILL VIEW
Albert Woodruff, Hickman;
Edna King, Juanita Tibbs, Don-
ald Byrd, Wingo; Joicy Morris,
June Jackson, Clinton; Paul Mc-
Minn, Thomas Hicks, Crutch-
field; Danny Swift, David
Peedeyhouse, Bill Peedey -
house, Danny Cathey, Water
Valley,
Treman Rickman, Dukedom;
Debbie Harris, Edie Maynard,
Thomas Lewis, South Fulton;
Mary E. King, Victoria Stal-
lins, Ave Bone, James Simp-
son, Cecil McDaniel, Cecil
Wilkins, Thelma Smith, Ful-
ton.
Holstein
Club Names
C. F. Bennett
Mr. Charles F. Bennett of
Fulton, Kentucky, was elected
Secretary-Treasurer of the
Purchase District Holstein
Club, at their annual meeting
held at the Holiday Inn, in May-
field, Kentucky. Over 25
Holstein enthusiasts were pre-
sent at the meeting. Others
elected were Mr. W. D. Mc-
Cuisten of Murray, as Presi-
dent, and Mr. Charles B. Stark,
also of Murray, as Vice Presi-
dent.
This is one of eight District
Clubs affiliated with the
Kentucky Holstein Cattle Club,
largest dairy breed club in the
state.
The main speaker of the even-
ing was Mr. ,C. D. Bennett of
Hardinsburg, Kentucky, Secre-
tary of the Kentucky Holstein
Cattle Club. His speech was
centered on the program out-
lined by the Board of Direc-
tors of the Kentucky Holstein
Cattle Club, in the hopes of
securing a paid state-fleld sec-
retary.
DUTY ENDED
Ceylon R. Jackson, son of
Mr. and Mrs Wayman Jackson
of Crutchfield, has returned
from a 131/amondi tour of duty
in Vietnam. He received his
discharge from the Army Feb-
ruary 15 in Ft. Lewis, Wash.
WEEKEND HERE
Johnny McGuire of Ft. Leon-
ard Wood, Mo., spent the week-
end with his parents. Mr. and
Ms'. Elmo McGuite, South
Fulton.'
City Manager Simpson Resigns;
Maclaren Named To Vacancy
rom the Hickman Courier)
The resignation of Joseph F. Simpson, who
has served as Hickman City Manager for the
past 15 months, was announced Monday night
at the Hickman City Commission meeting. By
unanimous vote of the Commission, Donald
Mac Laren was namt d acting City Manager to
serve until the end of the fiscal year on
a month to month basis.
Simpson's resignation was announced by
Mayor Richard White, who told the commis-
sioners that Simpson had told him Monday
afternoon that he was resigning. Simpson
was not present at Monday night's meeting,
but Mayor White told a Courier reporter
that Simpson would sobmit his written resigna-
tion Wednesday morning.
A former resident of committee consisting
Dyersburg, Tennes- of Mayor White, Mac-
see, Simpson was se- Laren, and Brantly
lected for the position A tribe rg. He began
of City Manager by a work in Hickman
November 15, 1969.
Mac Laren, 62, who
has been serving as
chairman of the Public
Works Commission
began his term as act-
ing City Manager on
Tuesday. March 2. A
native of NiagaraFalls,
New York. he was
graduated from Ohio
Northern University
with a bachelor of sci-
ence degree in civil
engineering. He quali-
fied for member ship in
the Society of Profes-
sional Engineers of
New York State. After
34 years' association
with the Carborunclum
Company, he was
retired by them in Jan-
uary 1971.
lambuth Professor Awarded Doctorate From Texas Tech
(Ed's note:) The following
article, which appeared re-
cently in the Jackson (Tenn)
SUN, will be of interest here
inasmuch as Professor Single-
ton is the husband of the for-
mer Judy Browning, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Browning
of Fulton.
An in-depth look at a state
legislature and how it was af-
fected by reapportionament is
the subject of a dissertation
prepared by J. Allen Singleton,
assistant professor of Political
Science at Lambuth College, to
complete requirements for a
doctorate. He was granted a
Doctor of Philosophy degree in
Political Science from Texas
Tech University at Lubbock, in
December.
Dr. Singleton, a native of
Idake, Tex., received a BA.
from Texas Tech and an M.A.
in Government from Sul Roes
State University, Alpine, Texas.
His mother and father both
taught in Texas public schools
for over 50 years.
Before beginning his teach-
ing career, Dr. Singleton was
manager of the Martin County
Chamber of Commerce, Stan-
ton Tex., and geld represents
tiv for the American Cancer
Society. He taught one year at
Andrew College, Cuthbert, Ga.
and was a member of the Lam-
buth faculty from 1960-62 as as-
sistant professor of history and
political science.
He taught at Northwestern
Louisiana College, in Natchi-
tochs, 1962-63; at Kearney State
College, Kearney, Neb., 1963-
64, and was a teaching assist-
ant on a graduate scholarship
at Texas Tech in 1964-85.
Singleton was assistant pro-
fessor of Political Science at
Southeastern State College, Du-
rant, Okla., 1965-88 and served
as chairman of the Social Sci-
ence Section of the Oklahoma
Academy of Science at that
time. He returned to Lambutb
in the fall of 1968.
Dr. Singleton chose the "Ef-
fects of Reapportionment on the
Oklahoma House of Represen-
tatives" as the subject of his
dissertation because 'lisle is a
major area in political decis-
ion making, particularly in
state and local governments,"
he said. He was aided in his
study by a grant from the Okla-
homa Consortium on Research
Development and the interest
of a number of the members
of the Oklahoma Legialature.
The treaties gives a oeuvre-
hensive analysis of all legisla-
tion introduced in the two ses-
sions of the Oklahoma House
immediately preceding and
immediately following reappor-
tionment in that state. The ob-
ject was to see if there were
any observable changes in the
process.
The discussions preceding re-
apportionment indicated drastic
changes could be expected, but
this did not prove so. "Although
a few changes did take place,"
Dr. Singleton said, "they prob-
ably would have occurred in
the normal processes of legis-
lation without reapportion-
ment."
Dr. Singleton is a member of
the American Political Science
Association, N.E.A., Southern
Political Science Association,
American Association for the
Advancement of Science, the
Tennessee Political Science As-
sociation and Pin Sigma Alpha
Political Science Honor Frater-
nity. He has had articles pub-
lished in "Proceedings of the
Louisiana Academy of Sci-
ence", "Louisiana Studies",
"Proceedings of the Oklahoma
Academy of Science", Science
Education, Improving College
and University Teaching and
other professional publications.
He married the former Judy
Browning of Fulton, Ky. in 1962,
following her graduation from
Lambuth. They are parents of
a daughter, Stephanie and re-
side at 910 West King Street,
The Singletons are members of
St. Thomas Episcopal Church
in Humboldt.
Cinch Games
Raise $91 For
Heart Fund
Players and guests who at-
tended the Cinch Tournament
at Cayce School on Saturday,
February 27, contributed$91.20
to the Heart Fund, according
to Mrs. Richard Adams, Ful-
ton County Special Events
chairman for the Heart Fund,
Mrs. Adams said about 100
people came to the school
throughout the day, Including 46
who signed up to play cinch and
rook. Others came to leave
donations.
George Dozier and Adrian
Lattus were awarded trophies
in the adult men's division.
Tommy Jones and Billy Whip-
ple were runners-up. Mrs. John
Watts and Mrs. Damon Vick
won the rook trophies, with
Mrs. Harry Tucker and Mrs.
Harry Sublett, Jr., runners-
up. Junior Champions were
Robin Adams and Terry Hill.
Bobby Sublett and Dennis
Jones were runners-up.
hietleg-Hett-some of the play-
ers came from as far as Wood-
land Mills and Union City to
enjoy cinch, Mrs. Adams said
the Heart Fund committee hopes
that the tournament will be-
come an annual event.
Pastor Will
Be Honored
At Dinner
Sunday, March 7, marks the
beginning of the sixth year for
the pastor, Reverend W. W.
Kitterman. The members are
honoring Reverend Kitterman
with a pot-luck dinner at the
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church following the morning
worship service.
Mrs. Hellion Tripp, choir
director, who has been on stein
months leave of absence, will
return to her duties this Sunday,
which will mark the beginning
of her fourth year with the local
church.
At 1:30 in the afternoon a
musical program will be pre-
sented in the sanctuary of the
church, which will consist
of solos, duets, trios, quartets
and choir selections. Special
numbers will be brought by
visitors from neighboring
churches.
The public is extended a
cordial welcome to attend.
CUBS' TOUR
Cub Scout Den 8 recently
toured Ferry-Morse Seed Ntn.
pany. Randy Jeffreas led the
tour and gave the boys seeds to
plant.
Hurt BIRTHDAY Janet Taylor Is
Honor Student
The News takes pleasure is
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the foelowing friends:
March 5: Eddie Lassiter,
Mrs. E. K. Alexander, Mrs. K.
M. Winston; March 6: James
T. Young, Eh* Babb; March
7: Jack Drive, Joseph Mat-
thews, Bill Taylor; March 8:
Jennifer Leigh Campbell, tidf
Arnold, Mary E.. King.
March 9: Clwistine Batts,
Maggie Conner, Brooks Hen-
derson, March 10: Harmon
Reams, Wayne Anderson, Jim
Bushart, Mrs. Pete Green,
Katherine Waiker; March 11:
Sara Alston, Suzette Potter,
Wanda Sue Yates.
FUND DRIVE
A fund drive ban been started
tbr the faintly of Larry Mc-
Kinney, 1008 Mott Street, who
is hospitalized at the Baptist
Hospital in Memphis. Friends
who wish to contribute may
leave their checks at the City
National Bank.
NORTHERN VISITORS
Miss Willie Jean Simpson
was visited recently by Mr
and Mrs. Irvin Perce of Ash-
land, N. H.
CORRECTION!
In The LIBERTY FOOD STORE page ad on page four, second
section of today's paper, a proofreading error incorrectly lists the
price of BOUNTY PAPER TOWELS as
(3-Jumbo Rolls For
The correct listing of this item should have read as fonows:
BOUNTY PAPERTOWELS 3 Jut° $1
Miss Janet C. Taylor, daugh-
ter of Robert and Mell Taylor
of 406 McCall Street WRB named
on the honor roll for superior
scholarship at Southern Mis-
sionary College, Chattanooga,
Tennessee for the semester Just
ended.
She has attained a grade point
average of 3.00 or above on
a 4.00 scale for the past semes-
ter with a minimum course load
of 12 hours.
HAVING SURGERY
Mrs. Alice Hicks underwent
surgery Tuesday at Baptist
Hospital in Memphis.
P-6 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, March 4, 1971
Mond's By Chic Young
THAT WAS EASY! DAGWOODS
ALWAYS HAPPY TO BUY EASTER
SEALS TO HELP REHABILITATE
CRIPPLED CHILDREN AND
ADULTS!
WEATHER REPORT
(From current readings and
records of Jim Hale, South
Fulton.)
FEBRUARY 
1971Date High Low
1 29 10 0
2 32 18
3 42 26 
0
5 49 28  
5 pain
6 47 24 
()4 58 42   .6 rain
. 0
7 34 26 
.1.smw8 25 9  sno
9 23 7 0
I 40 8 
0
11 50 32 
a
.1.: Rrai, Sn12 48 27 
13 28 12 trace (s)
14 38 9 trace ( s )
18 60 28
15 47 25 0
0
17 75 47 0
18 74 45 0
19 10 ' 54 .5 rain
20 '62 4  . : . 2,7 rain1
22 62 30 trace(s)
23 '40 30 '. ' trace(s)  
24
25 04 ..}. ;111;1!...tir..'... titece (r0)
26 68 50 
27
28 88 37A9 CH 1971 
.2 rain
 
 0
1 75 362 2 nein, snow2 50 
Officials
Attend SBA
Seminar
Mr. Harold Henderson, Vice
President of the Fulton Bank,
and K. E. Crews, Vice Presi-
dent of the City National Bank,
recently attended a two-day
seminar in Louisville spon-
sored by the Small Business
Administration.
This seminar was conducted
in order to improve SBA's
programs to conform with the
bankers and small business-
men's needs including the lend-
ing programs, management as-
sistance programs, and pro-
curement programs.
Through this exchange of in-
formation and ideas, the Fulton
banks will be in a better po-
sition to utilize the services
of the Small Business Ad-
ministration for the benefit of
Its customers.
GUNMEN—
(Continued from Page 1)
as; James Fisher Lane of Pa-
ducah and Raymond Derr of
California.
Accowling to Hickman County
Sheriff Owen Gardner, the
man who registered as Derr
is believed to have walked
into the Kentucky Colonel Truck
Stop and Service station about
4 Sunday morning with a Pistol
and demanded money from at-
tendant J.D. Estes.
Estes handed over about
$165 and the suspect walked
out.
Apparently the men who reg-
istered as Markle and LADS
were waiting for Derr necause
a police officer had seen them
parked loan auto earlier.
Just exactly what happen-
ed after that is up to the court
to decide but apparently the
three men had an argument about
what was to be done with the
loot.
Derr was picked UD about
7:30 Sunday morning, Feb. 28,
on foot and near the truck stop,
which is about two miles from
town, He had neither a pistol nor
money but was bleeding from
the face. He told Sheriff Gard-
ner that some one had beaten
and robd him.
-The other twO men ano the
woman were rounded up and the
pistol and cash found on the
man who registered as markt*.
*smut woman was IMO pliCkr
up at the time but snuiberel '
ed today after officials became,
convinced she was not Involved.
"We have them all charged
with armed robbery now and
that charge will stick until we
can get this all straightened
out," Sheriff Gardner said.
The three men have been
placed under $5,000 bond
each and the woman under 111,,e
000. All will come before Hick-
man County Judge Willis
Jackson.
Sheriff Gardner said all
four had been observed in
Clinton hours before the rob.
bury and all were staying at
the Rancho Motel to Clinton.
Dr. Bushart On
Combs Committee
Dr. R. Ward Bushell, well
known Fulton physician, has
been named to a ten-member
advisory board for the Phy-
sicians for Combs - Carroll
committee.
The announcement was made
Wednesday, February 17, by
Robert Matthews, state chair-
man of the Bert Combs-Julian
Carroll campaign.
MARCH SALE-ALUMINUM SIDING
SAVE MONEY!
FREE ESTIMATES
BUY NOW!
AVERAGE HOME
$890.00
1.—No more painting
2—Sava haat in the winter
3—Save electric in the summer
on your air conditioning
4—No more flaking, cracking or
peeling. No rotting boards to
1400 Square Feet replaca.
(RESIDENTAL & COMMERCIAL ROOFING)
—SALE ALSO ON ITEMS BELOW:—
ALUMINUM:—
DOORS  $35.00 INSTALLED
WINDOWS  $14.50 INSTALLED
BAKED ENAMEL GUTTER .90 a Ft. INSTALLED
SHUTTERS  $0-00 And Up. Depends on sine
—PATIO COVERS & CARPORTS—
ib'x 20' ___ $228.58 10' x 24' ____ $250.37
12' x ____ $249.28 12' x 24' ____ $274.35
— 
CALL —
DUANE BAUNGARTNErS
ALUMINUM SIDING INC. —410 W. CLAY STREET
CLINTON, KENTUCKY
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Easter Seal Campaign
Plans Are Announced
MURRAY, Ky., -The
1971 Easter Seal Campaign will
begin March 1 and continue
through Easter Sunday, April 11,
It was announced here today by
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, state Eas-
ter Seal Campaign chairman.
Contributicaw to the annual ap
peal, sponsored by the Kentucky
Easter Seal Society for Crippler
Children and Adults, help sup
port a statewide program °I
services including medical cars
and hospitalization, therapies
special schooling, resident camp
Mg and transportation.
More than 580,000 letters con
taming Easter Seals will be
mailed to residents In every
county in the state. In additior
to the mall appeal. volunteet
worst,, e,.. pa,,,c1pate in other
fund-raising events.
The 1971 Easter Seal design
Incorporates the elements of the
Easter Lily and is expressive of
Shoe Repair Mule You Wait
Quality Workmanship We do ”build-up" work
Open Tues. thru Sat: 7:30 - 5:30
Hobart Shoe Service,
204 Main St. Fulton 472-1084
libmnisionommimsrAsomemrAsserrAmow
ATTENTION
FARMERS - RANCHERS
PRODUCTION SALE
Registered Polled Herefords
64 LOTS
15 Bulls- 27 Bred Heifers
10 Open Heifers - 12 Cows & Calves
Wednesday, March 17, 1971
11:00 a. m. C.S.T
E. B. GEE, JR. FARMS
EAST PRAIRIE, MISSOURI
Farm Located - 7 miles South of
East Prairie on State Route Z
• PUBLIC SALE
- Of Farming Equipment -
Sal. will be held at the homeplace of the late Tommy Rue.
sell, 3 miles Southwest of Fulton. Turn west off Highway 45-S
at Elliott's Grocery. Go ons mile to Jones Trailer Path and
horn South. Watch for Sale Arrows,
SATURDAY, MARCH 6, 1971
Silo Mine 111:1111 A. M..- Rain er Shine - Lunch Available
Selling to settle the estate of T. A. Russell, deceased.
We are not responsible In case of eccuints
1-11-N Ford Tractor, now ru
Issr , extra nice
1-W. D. Allis Chalmer Tracte
good condition
1-Allls Chalmers 66 Combine
on tandems
1-W.D. A.C. Tractor for Part
1-Ford Pond Scoop
1-4 Wheel Trailer
1--John Deere Wheat Drill 13
disk
1-Drag Type Plow-on rubber
1-Section Harrow
1-1/2" Electric Drill
1-Electric Fence Box
1-Hog House
1-Ford 2 x 14 Breaking Plow
1-2 wheel implement trailer
all steel
1-John Deere No. S Mower
1-Tractor Post Hole Digger
1-2 Row Ford Cultivator.
Spring tooth
1-2 Row A. C. Planter
1-Tractor Blade
1-Railroad Jack
1-Cultipacker
1-12 Hole Hog Feeder
1-Drag Type Disk
1-McCulloch Chain Saw
1-Bench Grinder
1-Watering Trough
1-Lot of Locust Post
Many other items too numerous to mention
Auctioneer Note: You and your friends are invited to Izalc-
o", this equipment any time before NW sale. For furthr in
formation Contact-
CHARLES LUTHER, Administrator or the Auctioneer
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
Charles Luther, Administrator
Felix Davis, Auctioneer, South Fulton, Tenn.
LICENSED A BONDED IN KY•li and TENN. - Lie. No. 395
.01011 THE NE
FULTON. KENTUCKY THURSDAY, MARCH 4, 1971 Of interest to Homemakers
KEA Reports State Ranks
44th In Teacher Salaries
By SY RAMSEY
FRANKFORT, Ky.
The Kentucky Education Asso-
ciation reported Saturday Ken-
tucky ranks 44th in the nation
in average salaries of public
school teachers, a decline of
three places from the previous
year.
The state average was listed
at $7,190 yearly compared with
a national level of $9,265, a dif-
ference of minus $2,075 for Ken-
tucky teachers
The latest salary schedule is
for the 1970-71 school year.lt
basically is a pamphlet of sta-
tistics along with explanations
of various teacher categories
and scales.
It contains no comment on the
KEA's difficulties since the 1970
legislative session,
These include the organiza-
tion's failure to achieve consid-
erable pay raises and other
benefits, followed by an abortive
statewide teacher walkout and
a call for the National Education
Association to impose sanctions
on Kentucky, a move still pend-
ing.
A comparison with the KEA
booklet for the 1969-70 school
year shows the national average
in teacher salaries rose $705 a
year, while Kentucky registered
a gain of only $65.
The 1970 legislature granted
teachers an average increase of
$300 for the current biennium,
which would figure at $150 year-
ly.
The apparent discrepancy be-
tween the theoretical $150 raise
and listing of only $65 was not
explained.
However, the teacher increas-
es voted by the general assem-
bly were not applied to the 32,-
000 teachers, but to classroom
'units.
, In many schools there are
:more teachers than classroom
units because guidance, art and
other specialized instructors
don't have separate classrooms.
When this occurs, a larger
number of teachers in effect
must share a limited number of
classroom unit raises.
A legislative budget expert
had estimated the $300 increase
.actually would yield only $255 on
the average for teachers during
the biennium.
On the surace, this still would
'have meant more than the $65
a year raise cited in the K*te-
data.
`Too Inclusive'
MSU Regents Remove Policy
Banning Certain Speakers
MURRAY, Ky.,
Murray State University's
Board of Regents has removed
Irons university regulations a
policy adopted last month pro-
hibiting speakers under indict-
ment or facing prosecution
from appearing on campus.
Referring to the action taken
In a special meeting Monday
evening, Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
MSU president, said the board
was advised by university at-
torneys that the policy adopted
Jan. 23 was "too inclusive"
and should be removed.
It read "that a speaker or
a performer who is under. in,.
dictment or is being prosecut-
ed for violation of federal or
state laws or for contempt of
court shall not be permitted to
use the facilities of Murray
State University nor be paid
an honorarium from funds col-
lected by the university."
Randy Hutchinson, of Car-
lyle, ill., senior president of
the MSU student government,
said his reaction to the board's
the Easter season. The total
sheet forms a vivid stylized In
)erpretation of handicapped 611-
ten at play.
Chairman Sparks called for
generous support for crippled
children's work in the state.
"The cost of providing care
and treatment for handicapped
children continues to rise and
more funds are needed to offer
a comparable program in 1971,"
Dr. Sparks said. "We're de-
fending on the well-known gen-
orosity of our fellow Kentuc-
!dans to make 1971 the best year
aver for crippled children," he
=firmed.
LIMIT
One Coupon per Child
2 Coupons par Family
51.00 [ACP. 4.0017101.41. gymPo ere
OPOL• O., 7 VOUS OP PM
C,14 rraveerderrod lw ochr
EE YOUR
"Oa v•ii v
$3.95
PROFESSIONAL
PORTRAIT
in livin COLOR
Just
BRING IN THIS ADV.
TO OUR STORE
(Use As Coupon)
Fres OW: 7 You Kloop
Photographer will be Here
THURSDAY ONLY!
MARCH 4th
11 am. Til 5 pm.
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
The *Ma stem
OAKS STRUT FULTON
decision is "one of satisfaction
that the issue has been re-
solved in this manner."
Earlier this month the stu-
dent government voted to re-
tain the services of an attor-
ney of the Kentucky Civil Lib.
erties Union to meet with uni-
versity officials to consider
the constitutionality of the
policy and if necessary, to file
a lawsuit as a "last resort".
Hutchinson explained that
the main concern of the stu-
dent government in the issue
centered around the freedom
91, speech and the right to a
free exchange of ideas and be-
lief.
"Prevailing policy now is
one in which these rights are
guaranteed under the terms
of the board's Statement of
Policy on Freedom, Rights and
Responsibilities passed on
Residence Halls
Renovation Work
Slated To Begin
Work is expected to begin soon
on the renovation of basements
In Austin Peay and Ellington
Mans' residence halls on the
campus of the University of Ten-
nessee at Martin, H. 8. Smith,
dean of students, has announced.
According to George Freeman,
director of housing, the large
basements in the residence halls
are being remodeled and made
into educational meeting rooms
to be used for dormitory acti-
vities and for recreational pur-
poses.
"The projects have been un-
der study for some time now,"
••••...... Mr. Freeman said. "The base-
ments in both dorms have not
been utilized in the Past and
we feel that the availability of
adequate meeting room and re-
creational facilities will en-
hance residence hall living at
U71.4.”
He added that the primary
purpose of the construction pro-
jects is ,to encourage involve-
ment -among men residing in
the dormitories. Basements in
each of the residence halls
will have ceilings dropped and
tiled, fluorescent lighting mew
and carpet installed. It is anti-
cipated that the rooms will be
eventually used for movies, lec-
tures, musical presentations and
meetings.
Will K. Dickerson, director of
the physiealplant, estimates that
it will coat approximately $4,-
600 for each of the proposed
projects.
BEST GRADE
Outside White
LATEX
ROUSE PAINT
$5.99 Mob
We Make Revs
Likud Salvage
Lake St. - Kg.
March 1, 1969," he said.
Hutchinson said a letter
signed by 19 of the 24 mem-
bers of the student council has
been sent to the KCLU attor-
ney directing him to delay in-
stitUting a suit or an injunction
for a declaration of rights in a
federal court concerning the
policy.
When the university policy
was adopted, it had the effect
of barring controversial attor-
ney William Kunstler from a
speaking 'appearance at the
annual "Insight" lecture series
isheduled March 2941.
His contract with the student
government at MSU for a lec-
ture March 30 was cancelled by
the university in early Feb-
ruary. The contract contained
a provision for cancellation by
either party "up to 30 days
prior to the program date with
no liability on the part of the
cancelling party."
irr/411F,/41V/4/.411rtHAVE AN ART 9 ;
PROBLEM •
Artist Supplies
2 ACRYLICS, OILS,
r‘ MEDIUMS, CANVAS,
BRUSHES, EASELS
11 "Shop in our CompleteArt Department"
k Sherwin-Williams h
Lake St. Fulton, Ky. g
SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE
Most Kentucky teachers have
a bachelor's degrees and their
minimum this year with no ex-
pierence is $5,159.The top scale
atter 15 years' experience is
$10,008 yearly in Jefferson Coun-
ty.
Starting teachers with a mas-
ter's degree now get as little as
$5,600 in Morgan and Russell
counties to $7,500 in Beechwood.
For the maximum experience
Calcer Indicated (Heating cancer of the cervix or
By PAP Tests
In One Of Twenty
tiAHTSVILLE, Tenn.
One out of every 20 women who
participated in PAP smear
tests conducted through the
mail in Trousdale County have
shown positive reactions in
the levels are $7,290 in Monroe
County and $10,786 in Jefferson
County.
The KEA said the highest sal-
ary a Kentucky teacher can
earn, if he has a master's de-
gree plus 30 credit hours, ranges
from $7,700 in Bracken and,
Lewis counties after 10 years to
$11,501 in Jefferson County. 4
ay s
Call U. 179 9082
GOLDEN BROWN
FRIED CHICKEN
5 -Pieces _ $1.00 9 - Pieces _ $1.99
CALL US  479-9082
Kenmore Super Sale! Sears
EVERY Washer and
Dryer in Our Store
Is Reduced!
See our large floor display!
SAVE $5 to $35
ON WASHERS
AND DRYERS
USE SEARS
Easy Payment Plan!
Open an account today.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or l'ot r A oney Bark
SOUTH FULTON
Phone 479-1420
Free Parking
SEARS. ROERUCK AND CO.
Sears
its beginnings.
Dr. Robert Hutcheson Jr., di-
rector of family health services
for the state Department of
Public Health, said the rate of
positive reaction was about 4
per cent higher than normal.
The do-it-yourself test was
conducted by American Health
Profiles, Inc., a Hashville•based
company, in cooperation with
neaith officials.
After administering the test
to themselves, the wamen
malled•the smears to Nashville
for analysis.
"The results are certainly
significant, but not totally =ex-
pected," said state Public
Health Commissioner Dr. Eu-
gene FOWinkle
SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans Drug
3Pang
FDS SPRAY
3-oz. Size
Reg. $1.50
$1.09
POND'S
Dusting Powder
15-oz. Size
Reg. $1.00
Mc
SUAVE
Heir Spray
13.ol. Size
Reg. t9c
69c
CREST
Toothpaste
Family Size
Reg. $1.05
83c
Head & Shoulders
SHAMPOO
4.3 OLMCIP
Rag. $1.75
$1.19
RIGHT GUARD
Deodorant
7-01; Reg. $1.59
99c
JERGENS
Family Size
Lotion with Dispenser
Reg, $/.69
$1.09
Assli as.
EVANS DRUG CO.
Lae P. Fulton.,
146.1129
Sprfng Spruce-up
• , "NEP
KIEL YIP
(VENT HIS POTENCY
VITAMINS
MINERALS
Reg ornrnendeo rey
Oil,,, adorn and
seer. crtraens
CapWes
keg 5(290
New Y. erica
$6.49
aeger Bexels
VITAMIN SALE
BEM ,
SPECIAL
FORMULA
Thy very best
,tarr.n eno orpn
'PM( CaPtu,74
Olult
150 Cam,"
deg 19 59
New 1/2 price
$4.80
Wilt NMI
5441,11[NANC(
PLO 0I515A151
/ tamm sad
rn.nprpi .ntur,o,
igenagers
Ned adult.
225 CaostOes
Reg 1625
Now V. price
13.491
SAVE 1/2 ON,THE MOST NEEDED
VITAMINS FOR YOUR FAMILY
1BexelFR EE! WH.ihstOai ce cwnry 
thoePfyietla:stsfellSgupply limited 'ELIXIR
American Flag SUck-on InTrAcvite4rtoIrs)ta4nTONIC
'('EL
CANDY-LIKE
TABLETS FOR
CHILDREN
Dt9oeus. Coeveabroi
Owl haws
roulti.colors I
250 TWO,
Reg 17 49
New PR. L ma.
13.75
WITH THIS COUPON
112oz. size
4111. $2.19 Retie
I NOW •
I 2
BOTTLES
FOR
__J$279
THESE AND MORE BIG BEXEL VITAMIN VALUES AVAILABLE NOW AT:
-Drive-in window
-Plenty of FREE
PARKING
SOUTHSIDE
DRUGS INCORPORATED
PHONE 479 2262 SO FULTON TENN.
Next door to Liberty
Supermarket
Russell Stover
Candies
Kentucky Comes Of Age Barbers Oppose
Urban Problems Plague State Sales TaxOn Haircuts
FRANKFORT, Ky.
The time may be past when the
troubles of many Kentucky cities
could be ignored or swept un-
der a rug by the Legislature.
The 1970 federal census show-
ed that slightly more than half
of the state's population is ur-
ban rather than rural,
"Kentucky has come of age
...and urban problems should
be No. 1," says Ashland Mayor
Charles Gartrell, who has fin.
ished a year as president of the
Kentucky Municipal League.
Glenn Lavern, the League's
executive director, said money
troubles are the root of practi-
cally every difficulty—be it in
the lone first class city of Lou-'
isville or the scores of smaller
fifth class towns.
"Revenue simply has not kept
up with the cost of providing
services," Lovern said. "Some-
thing has got to give."
The lack of money has an im-
pact on almost every other type
of crisis facing Kentucky cities.
Pollution plagues many, not
only the larger ones, but fight-
ing pollution is a costly proce-
dure.
Public transportation some-
times is marginal or on the
verge of collapse, especially if
second class cities, and the only
answer seems to be an infusion
of funds which rarely is avail-
able from the public treasury.
Suburban shopping centers
tend to drain the economic life
from downtown business sec=
tions, which then decay along
with older homes in the core of
cities.
Racial tensions are sharpened
by the inability or unwillingness -
of municipal governments to ti-
hence improvements in streets
pr other services for hard-press-
ed predominantly Negro areas.
In the past few weeks a pos-
sible cure suddenly seems to
have materialized: Presi dent
Nixon's proposal for federal
revenue sharing with states and
cities.
However, assuming boldly
that it has a chance of passage,
is revenue sharing really the pot
at the end of the rainbow? How
much will cities actually bene-
Kuwait Has Largest
Desalting Plant
KUWAIT—This Persian Gulf
kingdom has the world's largest
desalting plant, whkh produces
n million gallons of drinking
water a day from the sea. Pro-
duction will soon be raised to
42 million gallons a day, enabl-
ing the government to begin re-
claiming some of the desert for
agriculture.
Most Norwegian
Towns Dry
OSLO-1n 130 of 141 Norwe-
gian municipalities no alcoholic
beverages may be bought or
sold.
—WE ARE TAKING IN A —
— LOTS OF TRADE-INS —
We have a lot of 1-owner, local cars now,
and if you are looking for a good used'
car, you should come by and look ours
over. We have a GOOD slick of used cars,
and a GOOD stock of new Chevrolets, too!
Here are just a few of or used car
picks:
1970 CHEVELLE 2-door hardtop, Tennessee
tags, green, V8, automatic transmission,
power steering, power brakes, factory
air.
1970 BUICK ELECTRA 225 custom 4-door
hardtop, V8, automatic transmission,
power steering, power brakes, power
windows, power seats, factory air, vinyl
top, a really nice car.
1969 IMPALA 4-door hardtop, Tennessee
tags, white, V8, automatic transmission,
power steering, power brakes, factory
air, vinyl top.
1969 CORVETTE coupe, Tenn. tags, red,
V8, 4-speed, factory air, 15,000 miles.,
1968 CAPRICE 2-door hardtop, Ky. tag,
green, vinyl top, V8, automatic trans-
mission, power steering, power brakes,
factory air, bucket seats, console.
1968 CHEVELLE SS 2-door hardtop, Ken-
tucky tag, black, V8, automatic trans-
mission, power steering, power brakes,
factory air, bucket seats, console.
1967 CAPRICE 2-door hardtop, Kentucky
tag, black, V8, automatic transmission,
power steering, power brakes, factory
air.
1964 CHEVROLET TRUCK: 60-series, tan-
dem, 171/2-foot bed, 348-cu-in engine, 4-
speed transmission, 2-speed rear axle,
good tires. Bed in excellent condition.
Open Till 6: PM. Mondays. Fridays
Saturdays Till 5: PM.
FINANCING &
INSURANCE
AVAILABLE
Taylor Chevrolet -Buick
(Where the hest deals are Taylor-Made)
SEE ONE OF THESE SALESMEN:
Mike Williams — Warren Tuck — Manus Wil-
liams — Aubrey Taylor — Vernon Spraggs —
or Dan Taylor.
HI-WAY 307 FULTON, KY. 472-2466
fit? What strings would be at-
tached to such aid? No authori-
tative answers are forthcoming
yet.
The Municipal League antici-
pated the revenue sharing bo-
nanza with its own rather mod-
est proposal in the 1970 Legis-
lature.
it drew up a bill which would
have returned one-half cent of
the 5 per cent state sales tax
to cities in proportion to the
amount collected by them.
The effort was foredoorned.
For one thing, the league is a
mere foundling in the tough pro-
fession of legislative lobbying
and hardly knew its way around
the halls.
The General Assembly, be-
sieged by a horde of other
claimants for the proportion-
ately dwindling tax dollar, was
in no mood to donate anything
to cities.
Although the measure failed,
the Municipal League learned a
few lessons. It will return to the
foray in the 1972 regular session
with more hope.
Reapportionment will help, if
accomplished during the commnl
special session. Urban area
would gain as many as eight
House and Senate seats, en*
ling them to pack greater pa-
deal punch.
'Honey Sunday' Is
Set For March 7
Kentucky Jaycees will con-
flict the second annual "Kern
Honey Sunda y" on
March 7.
In Paducah and McCracken
County, the Jaycees, in cooper-
ation with other volunteers, will
conduct a house-to-house can-
vass between the hours of 1 tc
5 p.m. The containers of honey
will be sold for $1 each.
The program will benefit the
Kentucky Association for Re-
tarded Children.
Helping the 40 Jaycees next
Sunday will be 18 members of
Pi Alpha Lambda, members of
Zeta Delta fraternity, and Circle
K and Alpha Beta of Paducah
Community College.
Jim Russelberg and Charles
Proctor are the Jaycee co-chair-
men.
The Jaycees have made this
information available:
One child in 33 in Kentucky
is mentally retarded. Such re-
tardation constitutes a lifelong
hardship.
There are 90,000 mentally re-
tarded persons in Kentucky.
They must have someone to act
in their behalf.
Most of the mentally retarded
CLASSIFIED ADS
So MUCH. . .
for so LITTLE...
****•*****
Only 5c per word
to reach
6,500 Homes I
LET US BOARD and groom
your animals while you voca-
tion. Poodle Pamper Parlor,
479-2229.
FOR SALE: Limited quantity
MXL 57-F2 100% normal cyto-
plasm seed corn. Medium flat
grade. $24.95 per 56 L. bag.
Contact Jack Austin, Cayce,
Kitucky, Phone 839-6229.
Income tax returns prepared;
16, years experience. 207 Third,
472-4547. John W. Bostick.
RE:NT Yibeelcheirs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
lit. Fulton, Ky
(nalohirr Plarr
MOBILE HOME SALES
—
Better Homes
— 
Better Prices
— Better Service
p
_
Open 7 Days A Week
— Bank Rata Fir.ifie
Makshirr Parr
w MOBILE NOME SALES
21117 East Reelfoot AMMO
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
Phone 11115-68$1
WANTED!
Can WM Ilisere Thee
RES1UED 
Wheleils Baluiced 
WHEEL8 ALIGNEDt
City Tire Co.
ill W. State Line
S. Mesa - 4754741
are living at home. Only a few
are receiving services and pro-
grams to meet their needs.
No family is immune from
mental retardation.
The Kentucky Association for
Retarded Children Inc. is a non-
profit organization governed by
a board of directors represent-
ing the various county groups
concerned with retarded chil-
dren.
A surgeon claims that the ap-
plication of pure oxygen to
wottsds speeds healing. 
0
II
0
0
III
III
0
4' 4
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CHATTANOOGA, Term
- Barbers already have
enough problems with custom'
era who are letting their hair
grow longer, e spokesman for
the trade said today in appos-
ing a possible state sales tax on
haircuts,
William F. Knowles, presi-
dent at the AFL-CIO State As-
sociation a Barbers, Beau-
ticians and Allied Industries,
Fulton, Ky. Thursday,
urged Tennessee barbers and
beauticians to speak out
against such a personal serv-
ices tax.,
"As you know," Knowles said
"the 'long hair' lad has
crippled the barber. Sham are
actually going out of business,
Now there are shoes for the real you . . lively, unpretentious, funky
and independent about what you wear. Probably you were
last seen wearing jeans, right? Then goof-off shoes are for youl
Hop Scotch in Bone or Navy tie-dye uppers, $15.
with cork
-look soles.
greet
the goof-off
gang!
.45 seen on Sovents.n
BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
Fulton, Kentucky
Open till 8:00 p.m. Friday evenings
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and the :barber's Income Ms
been severely reduced."
His statement costumed:
"Every male member at the
Tennessee General Assembly
gets a haircut, or at least I
hope so. Let's locate his barber
and get to work."
YOUR
-BANKAMERICARR
,/ • 4,//i/ /44
fabulous
buys
LADIES KNIT
TOPS
2 FOR 300
1.77 EACH
COMPARE AT 2.49 EACH
Here are tops in value
and fashion. Choose
from a tremendous
group of knit tops.
Assorted collar styles.
Stripes and solids all
fashion right. Assort-
ed Cottons and blends.
Small, medium, large.
t, LADIES
SHIRTS
fashion smart shirts in short sleeves.
This assortment includes 100% Nylon
body and western shirts. Perma
press blends in choir boy, spread,
long pointed collars in all the shades
of spring. Sizes 30-38.
COMPARE AT
0
0
III
!II
0
0
0
0
3.99 EACH 2.66 EACHftwors--
2 FOR 5°0
BOY'S CLI0PER POPLIN
SLACKS
2 FOR 5°°
2.66 EACH
COMPARE AT 3.99
Come in early for
this very special pur-
chase of a boys perma
press slack of Poly-
ester and Cotton.
Western pocket, har-
mony trim, no roll
waist band. Regular
and slims. Sizes
8-18.
MEN'S
FLARE
JEANS
2 FOR 5°°
2.66 EACH
COMPARE AT
3.99 EACH
Rough and rugged
100% Cotton mens
jeans in two tone
stripes with 5 pockets.
Fashion colors gold,_,1
blue, white and beige
in sizes 29-38.
MIX 'N' MATCH
TOPS 'N' SHORTS
4 FOR 500Fashion smart colorsin easy care durable
fabric. Mix and match
these 100% Nylon tops. 1A4 EACH
and shorts. SI:4eS.:1-4.:;,,
COMPARE AT 1.99 EACH
00=0 
-O0OiEO=0
TRI;fKNI0PS
Easy care tops of
Cotton blends in poor
boys and shells. Now
is the time to buy
several of these tre-
mendous values in
both solids and stri-
pes. Sizes 3-6X.
2
 
PoR 3°°
LADIES SLACKS
2 FOR 5°0
2.66 EACH
COMPARE AT 3.99 EACH
Choose from a wide selection
of new spring slacks. Styles
include flares, 20 inch legs,
solids and stripes in assort-
ed colors.
1.77 EACH
COMPARE AT 2.49
MEN'S SHORT SLEEVE
SPORT
SHIRTS
2 FOR 300
COMPARE AT 2.49 EACH
Nows the time to get
ready for spring and
summer with this tre-
mendous buy of 65%
Polyester, 35% Cotton
perma press sport
shirts. Extra long
collar style. Blue,
gold, green, brass.
Sizes:
OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
REELFOOT AVE. UNION CITY, TENN..
STORE HOURS: MONDAY - TURDAY 9 AM TO 9 PM
0
0
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II
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Judge Disclaims Any
Knowledge Of Letter
CLINTON, Ky., ,
Hickmask County Judge Willis
Jackson today disclaimed any
knostiadge of a letter which
reportedly was inetrtunental to
getthig a felony charge against
firmer Hickman County Judge
FRI.. SAT.. SUN..
MAR. 5-64
inIn
to pray,
a second
to oiler
-ALEX CORD EMILIO COLOR
— PLUS —
COWNIV
ORM FIN CRC
ames Mason
Bobby Darin
10 ION
72-1651
Now thru Saturday
Doubla Action!
"MOSQUITO
SQUADRON"
— Hit No 2—
"
CANNON
CEIPIIMIEIA
saursraui Mir beam! Artists
Sunday thru Tuesday
Joe Namath
LovinuA Ong
and WWI% •
Joseph E twee presents
All Arco MbOSsy 1,6 SW( inq
V. RyderNAMATINI
te5;IMARGIMET
coiilavrvire
Color by Mcmelab
AN Ave° walAsey MAW
..41E
E. E. Padgett reduced to a
nsitidemeanor in Hickman Cir-
cuit Court.
The letter involved was writ-
ten by Hickman County Attor-
ney. Harry N. (Jack) Roberts
Jr. to Commonwealth Attorney
L. M. Tipton Reed. The letter
Indicated that discrepancies in
the financial records of Judge
Padgett's court were due to
"bad bookkeeping because of
inexperienced help." It further
stated that Roberts had gone
over the court records with
former sheriffs Stanley Hop-,
kins and Judge Jackson (who
was sheriff prior to winning
the county judge's post). The
letter said the former sherifft
had received restitution fot
back fees and urged the charge
against the ex-judge be amend
ed beca,use "there was no chin
Mal intent" in the discrepant
cies.
"I had no part in the writing
of that letter to Mr. Reed and
no knowledge of its contents,"
Judge Jackson said today. "I
just want the public to know
this," he added.
The judge said he had gone
over the court financial records
(hiring Judge Padgett's term,
but had never said the discrep-
ancies found were caused by
bad bookkeeping.
He noted that the charge
against Padgett was based on
a discrepancy over a fine levied
In county court against James
Jones of Clinton, and not over
alleged shortages in the pay-
ment of fees to the former
sheriffs.
Jones alleged that he paid
a fine and later found that the
court record showed a discrep-
ancy of $59 in the amount he
paid and the amount recorded.
Judge Jackson said that while
this complaint by Jones was
pending, several other persons
came in and found discrepan-
cies involving the fines they
paid and the amounts reflected
,for these fines in the court roc-
ords.
"There are discrepancies In
the court records under Judge
Padgett. These records are open
are available for anyone to
see," Judge Jackson said.
Winter Concert
To Be Presented
The University of Thanes-
*** at Martin University Syni-
phond Band and the University
Wind Ensemble, under the di-
rection of Robert C. Fleming,
wW present its arm& winter
concert on March 2..4t 8
in the Performing Arta Theater
of the UTM Fine Arts Building.
The event marks the nine-
teenth musical concert in a year-
long series of events dedicating
the new Pi million Fine Arts
Bulkling on the UTM campus.
Highlighting the evening Will
be tbe world premiere per-
forming of "The Eve of St. Ag-
nes," a work specially commis-
sioned for the Festival of the
Art• and composed by Edward
J. Madden. The place is based
cm the poem by Keats.
Mr. Madden, who has com-
posed contmissioned works for
Carnegie-Mellon University,
Boston University and numerous
colleges and high school bands
and orchestras throughout the
United States, will attend the
performance and will serve as
guest conductor for one of in.
works on Me program.
Other works on the program
are compositions by Clifton Wil-
liams, Marls* Ives, Johannes
Brahma, • work for band and
electronic tape by Donald Erb
and the ',Wycliffe Variations"
by Paul W. Whear.
Admission to the concert is
$1.00 and tickets may be pur-
chased in advance through the
Department of Music office in
Me Fine Arts Building or at the
dour.
HAVING ILLUSIONS
MOUT
YOUR 7
INCOME
TAX
Teel feel Si mere Reath*
se elr mites ime Mt 'LOCK
prepare geow sex retrofit. Sw-
aim b fed, scarrale, gveran-
teed ... mad dwell lam that
maceelmiad legion So lint-
set.'. deem ie H &I SOCK
-ersseleas yeti'm reedy.
 
GUARANI!, 
I We guarantee &curate prepgration oh-eve y too return.
If we make any errors Oval cost you any penalty or
Interest, we will joy the penalty oe interest.
LOC
America's Wriest Tax Service with Over 4004 Offices
ACROSS FROM THE FULTON LIBRARY
1 3 ashInaton Avenue Fulton, Ky.
°posit! AM to 61PM Wookdays
9 AM to 5 I'M Saturday
Phon• 472-3577
YEAR'S BIGGEST SALE
NO LIMITS! STOCK UP! SAVE MONEY!
ROUND
STEAK 
SIRLOIN
STEAK 
11118
T-BONE (PORTERHOUSE)  
LI9 18
LB $128 STEAK
BONELESS RUMP or 
$10SIRLOIN TIP ROAST LB.
BONELESS
HEEL of ROUND LI&
HALIBUT
STEAK FII`'s1 
IDAHO RUSSET
POTATOES 1 0 LL884BAG
GOLDEN RIPE GREAT FOR molls,
BANANAS (SNACKS OR PUDDING ite.1 
ni.
RED ROME 4 LB.APPLES (Pole Beans, Lb. 29c) BAG
SUPER-RIGHT GRAIN FED BEEF
Steak
Sale!
.984
NEW GREEN (MED YELLOW )ONIONS
CABBAGE ,..iot 0.1 04
Save Up To 40).? With Coupons Below!
Ap tiii it 'A?
COLD
DETERGENT BOX
WITH [HIS COUPON
POWER
Good At A&P Stores Only
Good Thru Sot.. March 6
4 OZ. 0945 LB
I Res. Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Per Customer  
C:c...
31=
CHEERIOS
7 OZ BOX 194
WITH THIS COUPON
Good at ALP Stores only.
good thru Sat., March 6
Reg. price without coupon.
Limit I coupon per customer.
CIGARETTES
KEG. and $2 62RING SIZE •
100's $2.73
SAVE 40t ON GIANT SIZE
COLD
POWER
DETERGENT
5 LB. 4 OZ. BOX
WITH COUPON
11999f99(1
PALMOLIVE
LIQUID
22 OZ. BTL. 39c
WITH THIS COUPON
Good At ALP Stores Only
Good Thru Sat.. March 6
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Per Customer
MARVEL SALTINE
CRACKERS
1 - LB. BOX
29c
GREEN
GIANT (16 OZ.)
GIANT'S SAW
)KITCHEN SLICED GREEN BEANS
Ilk WHITE SHOE PEG CORN (12 0.2.1
SWEET PEAS (17 OZ.) OR
swiss
ems°
/,
_ NIBLET(50z) CORK,
-
PARict.#3.
Ito Bread
CANS
n
I/Es. y90,
t,
THE BEAN IS BETTER - TRY IT & SEEP,
EIGHT-O-CLOCK
COFFEE
-*if\
EiGto,, 3
ifeloc\ (LB.
el BAG
IOC
(GROUND IN
THE STORE)
C
*
WTI
'II
Ida* 
111000 
'3,44t.c11
BOUNTY TOWELS
JUMBO $100
ROLLS
PRICES GOOD THRU
SAT.. MARCH 6
V
A &
INSTANT COF
10-oz.129
ware
VAR
THIS WEEK
2 Great Art
Prints FREE
with your coupon and 15 purchase
NE 11"x14" PLUS ONE 5"x7"
Choose from ever 250 colorful. brushotrole prints,
Never before have you seen such outstanding
replicas of the world's most treasured masterpieces
thts week, you can ewen get 2 prints, free'
Custom.crafted. frames and decorator accents
too — yours now St sale prices.
SPECIAL SAVINGS ON ALL DECORATOR ACCESSORIES.
0111/
OK COMM
no
This canna
worth
$1.18
2 FREE PRINTS
SIWIIlt4pflpt(r.4 790 pun
ml. 3.7 print Pee 390
FREE
..,„
47:47 "1
V.h,lI. 2•1
Mat II. 10,
SAVE $5.00
SEVILLE MIRROR.
caw 55101 $4.99 With this carves I
2.1, 1171
Valid N.••• I hos
Aar
WE ACCEPT U. S. GOV'T.
FOOD STAMPS
YOU ALWAYS SAVE MORE
AT CECIL'S LIBERTY
WE ARE OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
(We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities)
Hi-Way 45 Euf South Fulton, Tenn.
We Feature 11. S. D. A. Gov't. Inspect-
ed U. S. Prime Heavy Beef
Monday Thru Thursday 8:00 A. M. TO 8:00 P. M.
Friday and Saturday 8:00 A. M. TO 9:00 P. M.
Sunday 9:00 A. M. Thru 7:00 P. M.
EGGS LIBERTYGRADE "A" LARGEWITH COUPON
LIQUID BLEACH
CLOROX HALF 390'AL.
D°Z 19c
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CECIL'S
 
 .4efqi s
BACON MISS LIBERTYSLICED RINDLESSWITH COUPON
REELFOOT
LARD 4 Lb. Ctn. 
 
59c
QUICK COOK DRIED — Greet Northerners or Pintos
BEANS 4 Lb. Bag 59c
HOUSER VALLEY SLICED
BACON LB 5
SMOKED -SLICED
LB. 19
JOWLS _ _ _ _ 
 
Lb. 29c
FRESH
NECK BONES 
 
Lb. 19c
WESSON OIL
SACRAMENTO FRUIT 4
COCKTAIL 303CAN 'I
STRONGHEART
24 OZ.
BOTTLE 59c FRYERS U.S. INSPECTED4 LeggedPan Readylb. 31C WHOLELB.
DOG FOOD 10 16-oz. Cans _ _ _ _ 99c
STARK 1ST
TUNA 2 - 6 1f2-oz. Cans 89c
REELFOOT SMOKED Ok
PICNICS 6 to'Ll:.
BISCUITS
PEACHES
HUN I'S
CAN
NO 2 1/289
BALLARD &
PILLSBURY 2 "IP8 OZCAN
CORN
PRIDE OF
ILLINOIS 5
 30389c
CREAM STYLE CAN
TISSUE BATHROOMDELTA
/b.
ROLLS 29t
MORRELL'S
MEALTIME
SLICED
REEL FOOT SLAB
BACON (whole or half slab) Lb. 39c
OLD FASHIONED - LARGE
BOLOGNA Lb. 39c
HAMBURGER
BACON
2 LBS 89t
410•40_411!St4r.der
3 LBS OR MORE 45FRESHGROUND
LB.
— CHICKEN PARTS —
BREAST
WHOLE LEGS
THIGHS
LEGS
WINGS
BACKS and NECKS
Fresh Fresh
LIVER Lb. 89c GIZZARDS
Lb. 59c•
Lb. 49c•
Lb. 55c4
Lb. 49c
Lb. 23c
Lb. 15c
Lb. 14,
114 PORK LOIN
BOUNTY PAPER
TOWELS JRuomilbol CRISCO
DETERGE
Pure Vegetable Shortening
3 LB.
lb.
can 89c U.S. PRIME SIRLOINSTEAK
Miracle White
No Phosphates
No Poluting
Giant
pkg. 75
19
LB.41 
1 
FRESH SrlefflY
BEEF LIVER
BOSTON' BUTT
PORK ROAST 
STE
SACRAMENTO TOMATO
JUICE 3 46 02.$CAN
MOTHERS BEST
MEAL 5- Lb. Bag 49c
DIXIE LILY
FLOUR 5- Lb. Bag 59c
FRESH SLICED PORK
STEAK
U.S. PRIME
T—BONE
Porter House lb. $1.59 LB.
First &
Center
Cuts
MIXED LB.590
 Lb. 49c
Lb. 49c
$1"
LB. 5cA
FRESH
PORK CUTLETS Lb. 69c
COUNTRY STYLE
SAUSAGE 3 lbs. or more _ _ Lb. 39c
DRINKS
: CHILI
4 0 $1
FRUIT PIES
Just Rite
with
beans
Cokes-28 oz.
7-up - 28 oz.
Dr. Pepper - 28 oz.
Pepsi's - 32 oz.
SOFTEE FACIAL
$Bottles(4 Limit)
400 Ct. PKG.
TISSUE 3 pkgs. $1.00
RUNT'S TOMATO 8-oz. CANS
SAUCE 8 Cans $1.00
HAMS
 RB SMOKEDEI j ET LT F O 0 T LB 590PORTION
AN. Ak.
ROYAL SCOTT
afilw
OLEO 5 Lbs. $1.00
EVAPORATED PET TALL CANS
MILK 3 Cans 49c
Seald Sweet
Orange
PORTION
RTION 4701
LB.
JUICE
312°zCan $1 ••
Pet Ritz
APPLE
PEACH
CHERRY
2130e0sZ 890PIZZAS
TORTINA
PLAIN
SAUSAGE
EACH 69KING BEE Honey
SYRUP ':r". 19 C
POTATO
BUBBLE CLUB
BUBBLE BATH 12-oz. Pkg. _ _ 39c
DETERGENT
JACK
MACKEREL 4 tall cans $1.00
POSSUM
TREND 2 Lg. Boxes 45c SARDINES 4 flat cans 
 
$1.00
REELFOOT SKINLESS
FRANKS 12-oz. Pkg. 49c
TRADE WINDS BREADED
FISH STICKS 8-oz. Pkg. 39c
1 11;TY
 CHIPS
 4 9°
MOUTH WASH SUNSHINE
1SCOPE 12 OZ.BOTTLE
rEENIE WEENIE
POTATOES
PEAS (Small) 4 - 303 Cans _ _ $1.00
KRISPY
CRACKERS Lb. Box _ _ _ 39c
Cecil's Liberty Coupon
LIBERTY GRADE "A" Lg.
EGGS Dozen 19c
With This Coupon $5.00 Add.
Purchase. Exc. Tob. and Dairy
Products.
(Void After March 15, 1971)
Cecil's Liberty Coupon
MISS LIBERTY SLICED
BACON Lb. 19c
With This Coupon 8. $5.00 Add pur-
cha se. Exc. Tab and Dewy Products
With This Coupon. (SAVE 40c)
(Vold After Mari* 15, 1971)
Cecil's Liberty Coupon
HEINZ STRAINED
BABY FOOD (Save 47c)
WITH THIS COUPON
12 - 4Vese. JARS $1.10
(Void After March IS, 1971)
ICE BERG
LETTUCE LARGE 25HEAD
Alts
RED
WASHED 2099 LB. BAG
MEDIUM YELLOW
ONIONS 3 Lbs. 25c
FRESH GREEN
CABBAGE
Cecil's Liberty Coupon
LIQUID 22oz.
SWAN Bottle 
_ 29c
With This Coupon. No Purchase
Necessary — SAVE 16c
(Void After March IS, 1971)
Cecil's Liberty Coupon
CHARMIN BATH SOAP
TISSUE 4 rolls 
_-- 35c
WITH THIS COUPON
(SAVE lac)
(Void After March 15, 1971)
 
 Lb. 8C
 esatieS0010000000000Keetobsteeniar
Cecil's Liberty Coupon
CHERRIOS 10 1/2
-oz. 35c
with this couPdn
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
(Void Aft*r Mirth IS, 197)) dr
(Ai
CM
CM
HUI
EWJ
BALI
HUN
HAF
.........................
1..4 • r•Arr.
_ Lb. 29c
Lb. 19c
HOLE
B. 27
or half slab) _ Lb. 39c
RGE
Lb. 39c
ND
OR MORE 45
LB.
KEN PARTS —
Lb. 59c t
Lb. 49c•
Lb. 55c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 23c
Lb. 15c
Fresh
GIZZARDS Lb. lir
St &
nter
ts
ED LB. 590
 
Lb. 49c
 
 Lb. 49c
LB. sr
 
Lb. 69c
bs. or more _ _ Lb. 39c
1°3'tNT'"N 470
ICE
Cani'
CH 69
-oz. Pkg. 49c
8-oz. Pkg. 39c
„BAG. 990
 
25c
Lb. 8c
ecil'e Liberty Coupon
A' RIOS 10 1/2.-os. 35c
with this coupdn
0 PURCHASE NECESSARY
SUPPLEMENT TO:
HART'S CREAM STYLE UNION CITY DAILY MESSENGER FULTON COUNTY NEWS
FULTON SHOPPER
WEAKLEY COUNTY PRESS HICKMAN COURIERCORN OBION COUNTY WEEKLYANGLER PINK
303 SIZE CAN
0 0 SALMON6 1 16 OZ CAN 79 CANS
EAGLE RIVER CRANBERRY
•AUCE 300 SIZE 4 . sioo
STOKELY'SpLu21/2 SIZE PURPLES AN 39 °
CARNATION 16 OZ JAR
COFFEE A
TE79 , LuROYAL DAENOISHNCHALMOP AF
CARNATION
COCOA MIX 1 OZ PKG 5C 12 OZ3 9 0
HUNT'S TOMATO
6 Ft, 1 00 EELE'S 303 SIZEPASTE 6 OZ CAN TOMATOES 16 OZ 5cANst00
HYDE PARK 4 OZ CAN
PAR KAY
OLEO PEPPER
BLACK
2 9 1
HUNT'S 21/2 SIZE CAN
29 ° TOMATOES3 FOR 1 
00
LB
WI's
EA Y2 LB BOX 59 -
RICHTEX
SHORTENING36V
LB CAN
ALLARD
BISCUITSOVEN READY 
BUTTERMILK
O'SAGE FREESTONE4 CANS 3 9 0
PEACHESHUNT'S 21/2 SIZE CAN CALIF. 00 2% SIZE CANpEAcHEs 29 01 31ft
29 OZ2 5
HART'S 303 SIZE CAN CAN
, HERRIES ,, 01 2 5 0 STOKELY'S
DILL PICKLES QT 39c
411h Ell4,1) WI JAMESit sINOCI-SAVINGS"
5UPERNMRKET
UNION CITY — SOUTH FULTON,TENN.
-(1.-- SONS it-
p . &4 r
— 
HICKMAN, KY.
.,
THIS AD GOOD
IN ALL
THREE
E. W. JAMES &
SONS
SUPERMARKETS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
*
Yeid Krreh S. 1971)
DR.
COCA
PEPSI
PEPPER
COLA
COLA
280Z 4 FOR
280Z $
32 OZ 
loci SALTINECRACKERS
MERIT
29!KREY
VIENNA
4 OZ CAN
SAUSAGE
awl
4 FOR 9 vu
VAN
 PORK
CAMP 300 SIZE
& BEANS 2F0R 35;HYDE PARK
MAYONNAISE
ak 4,QUART 51r GEISHAPINEAPPLECRUSHED OR SLICEDNO 2 CAN 3.59;HEINZ
BABY
STRAINED
FOOD 1 OARS B9o
KRAFT
VELVEETA 2 LB BOX 9 25
mr-
MAXWELL
COFFEE
LIMIT
ITH THISHOUSE (PAPER BAG)
1 COUPON PER FAMILY E. W. JAMES & SONS
COUPON
AND
EXCLUDING
& TOBACCO
PURCHASE
ADDITIONAL
5.00
MILK
PRODUCTS
LB BAGKRAFT
DRESSING
MIRACLE WHIP SALAD QUART 594 BUSH'SBLACKEYE300 SIZE FRESHPEAS 15% OZ FOR $100SEALSWEET
ORANGE
FROZEN 12 OZ CAN FOR $ 1 00JUICE 3 i BUSHGREENWHOLE 303 SIZEBEANS 160Z FOR $100MR G
FRENCH
FROZEN 5 .1FRIED POTATOES B BAG . VC BUSHLIMASMALL GREEN 303 SIZEBEANS 16 OZ 11 A . FOR $1100
WINTERGARDEN
MEAT
DINNERS
FROZEN
39c
WINTERGARDEN
PIE
SHELLS
(2 PER
FROZEN ou
PKG) 4 FOR$100
YOU CAN
WAY
STILL
AT
MAKE
E. W.
A
JAMES
DIME
&
GO
SONS
A LONG
PY - 0 - MY WHITE CAKE MIX 7½0Z
PY - 0 - MY YELLOW CAKE MIX 6% OZ
PY - 0. MY DEVILS FOOD CAKE MIX 7 OZ
PY - 0 - MY WHITE FROSTING MIX 5 OZ
PY - 0 - MY CHOC. FROSTING MIX 5 OZ
CPY - 0 - MY CORN MUFFIN MIX 50Z
PY - 0 - MY PANCAKE MIX 6 OZ ! BOX
PY - 0 - MY BROWNIE MIX 40Z
PY - 0 - MY BISCUIT MIX 6% OZ
PY - 0 - MY POUND CAKE MIX 644 OZ
PY - 0 - MY INSTANT POTATO MIX 2% 01 PY - 0 - MY
PY - 0 - MY MACARONI & CHEESE 21/2 OZ SPAGHETTI & SAUCE 3 OZ
1.••••••.....re
510
)0
Ix
FRYERS
U S GOVERNMENT
33.. CUT
INSPECTED WHOLE
1
UP LB 27 ,
BOSTON
BUTTS
FRESH LEAN PORK
LB 49c
LEGS & THIGHS . Ls. 39' GIZZARDS LB. 49'
.
FRESH LEAN
PORK STEAK LB 59c
.BREAST Le. -59' THIGHS LB. 39'
LEGS Ls. 69' ACKS Ls. 19' ROASTING
CHICKENS LB 35cWINGS Le. 23' NECKS LB. Ms
KREY CRAVEMASTER BONELESS COOKED
HAM 1B99
RIB
STEAK
U S CHOICE
LB 99
ROOSTER BONELESS
FRIES LB 99c ORK CUTLETS LB 79c.CATFISH
FROZEN
LB 89c
CORNISH 18 OZ FRESH
HENS EACH 991 ORK LIVER
aft
Le 39cOACON
COUNTRY STYLE
LB 
59;
LARGE FRESH
HENS .39v COR
NED
BEEF
REELFOOT r
LB 89LB
COUNTRY STYLE
HOG JOWL LB 39
IBONELESS
HAM STEAK $2LB 09I
,
CANNED BACON LB 9i11
LAKE BRAND Whole or Half Aw
BOLOGNA Stick LB 31r;
EELFOOT
FRANKS 12 OZ
m ilk
PKG gliV
4,,S_LICED
_SMOKE JOWL LB 39c
SLICED
BACON
HOUSER VALLEY
.49
ANNED
PICNICS
3 LB$ 0 99
Aft EACH
...•
TILLERS SLICED
COUNTRY HAM LB $
ca
1 'al',
EXTRA LEAN
STEW BEEF LB 794
BEEF
SHORT RUBS LB 491
US CHOICE
CLUB STEAKS
$ I
LB
09
I
LB a% Aik curFRESH
GROUND CHUCK OV
,
MEATY
PORK RIBS LB 5iP,
NECK
BONES
FRESH PORK
LB i 94
CANNED
HAMS
3 LB
$2 29
MilI EACH
PORK
LOIN
QUARTER
LB 6 9 1
PORK
TENDERLOIN $11 4?
PORK 5 LB BOX
CHITTERLINGS $11 99
P E. W. JAMES SONS UNION CITYSOUTH FULTON
TEN N.
HICKMAN
KY.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
i\49
T
e ------.11NIMMINIMINIPROMIIINIOPPIIMOMIOPIPPNININIII
kit ,a., "MAXI
.4J SUPER1111111111ET
-SAVINGS" z I:
40
POTATOES
20 LB BAG
891
U S NO 1 RED
oths
B SIZE POTATOES
50 LB
LIMIT SUPPLY
BAG $ 1 49
WE ONLY HAVE 300 BAGS
FANCY CALIF
AVOCADOS
MEXICAN
EACH 
39;
PINEAPPLES EACH 59c
ESH TEXAS 
BEETS BUNCH 291
FRESH EXTRA FANCY CALIF. 3
PTS
Strawberries 9 00
PECIA
3rd WEEK CHINAcaNT3rd WEEK
SON pm ant Wily aid sae pull hove •
sompline senrIselThis selmodnIs WI nen
3 Ness I. eke own 15 woks.
at OMER PLATE stii 49csrair.
Mg DESSERT DISH n 49(47=
ad COFFEE CUP sir% 49c X=
4 SAUCER Aati 49( nr.
„n„ 671.17"1 silo 49( Plicarsos
Us Mow nirsa.0ii= rijoillariferwiel Nigel
STAIWLESS
Om in usIcking Cbssic stainless easelpiden, les. A lbw
weeping will be Introduced tack week at model priced
ag, 4 TEASPOONS stl: $1,29,r,:z...
a( 4 SALAD FORKS ni $1,29„iv=
at, 4 SOUP SPOONS stli $1.29.r.
jr. 4 ICE TEASPOONS mo $1.29s.
sib 4 rrIT :ig AO $1.29
.2. 346siaraL;.E! a $1.29 az=
ab`11:. r r a.4 $19a,  $t=
GRAVY rm.  $19 =41z in, .4 42
Me Nowa lbws win no on soft MISS.. sprain
pins *es Ilminsww• week Wi @MO the puma&
FRESH CALIF
ASPARAGUS 1/2LB 59RESH -
BRUSSEL SPROUTiP69c,
FRESH FLORIDA CRISP
CELERY STALK 1 9c
elibriEFLOWER HEAD 59cLEAF LETTUCE LB 591
CELERY HEARTS BAG 291
GREEN
IONS 2 BUNCHES 291
NICE FIRM EXTRA FANCY
LETTUCE 25c
U S NO 1 YELLOW
ONIONS
ECARg 
FANCY
LB 94 FRESH COCONUTS EACH 29c
NO 1
itlilET POTATOES 10 LBS 891 GARLIC CARTON 19C
FANCY HOME GROWN SWEET
POTATOES 1 5L?;
FANCY TEXAS
GRAPEFRUIT 1 0!
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DURABLY
MADE OF
VINYL
PLASTIC
OR
RAYON
•
SALE
PRICED!
LADIES TEN-RIB
UMBRELLAS
SOLID COLORS AND PRINTS
Fabulous assortment of clever umbrellas
in latest styles and newest colors. All
with matching handles.
LOW, LOW
PRICE
FOR THIS
EVENT!
BY EDKO
FINGER-TIP WHEEL ADJUSTER
31/2-H.P. Briggs & Stratton engine.
20-inch blades. 7-incl? wheels. Fold
down handle. Baffled deck.
•
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BOYS' SHORT SLEEVE • •
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• •
• •
All the styles all boys want most ... in 
• 
• •
• •
• •
great solid colors, stripes, plaids and • •• •
,
prints. All no-iron. All sale priced. 
 14‘:
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SPORT
SHIRTS
PERMANENT PRESS
COMPARE AT
$2.00
WHERE YOU ALWAYS SAVE!
SAVE
NOW!
NOW
SALE
PRICED!
SPRINGTIME PERFECT
SANDALS
SIX BREEZY STYLES
Sensational collection of sandals . . just
right for now and all summer long . . in
fun styles and colors. Savings priced.
0 ill SIZES5-9
11111SCHS, •
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THREE GREAT LADIES' STYLES
PANT COATS
65% POLYESTER — 35% COTTON
• Here's the fashion sensation of the season . . . mid-
.• thigh coats styled to wear with your favorite wide
• 
• leg or flared pants. Double breasted, belted, button
•••
•••1•
 
trimmed, two pockets for the money you save.
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414,O GIRLS' SIZES 4-14 • ••S.•S. •
.•. WITH HOOD ... ZIP FRONT • ••
• 
••
•
•
•
• Fabulous savings on lightweight, •
• •
••.• nylon jackets. Water repellent. • •
• • 
Z. •• ip front with draw string hood.  
••• 
• • •
• • FRESH NEW COLORS! •
• • •
•
S. LADIES' SIZES $111-11 S.••• ••• • •S. • •• • •S.• THREE NEW-LOOK STYLES •
• • •••
• All nylon jackets fashioned for action in •• • •
• • •,, spring's best colors. Zip front, patch or • •
• • •
• zip pockets, stripes. One hooded style. •• •
••••
• • •
• • SPECIALLY PRICED FOR SPRING! •• ••
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LADIES TWO-PIECE
SLACK SET
70% ACETATE — 30% NYLON BONDED SEAFARER
FOUR SPRINGTIME COLORS
The latest way to welcome spring.
in a fashion-right slack set. Three
sleeveless styles. Tops have button or
buckle front, pants have elastic waist.
SIZES 8-18
GIRLS' SEAFARER
PANT DRESSES
FOUR FREE-AND-EASY STYLES FOR SPRING
Stripes, plaids and springy pastels
styled with flair for spring. Short
sleeves. Half elastic waist.
COLORS:
LILAC
MAIZE
BEIGE
NAVY.
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LOUNGEW EAR
S.CULOTTE-PAJAMA STYLING•• S.•• • BRILLIANT SOLID-PRINT COMBINATIONS•
• The beauty of double knit acetate paired with elegant "at• •
• •
•
•
• 
home" styling make these lounging pajamas just the thing
•
• 
• for spring. Solid top with elastic at the scoop neck, the
•
• • short sleeves, the high waist. Wide, wide legs.
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SUPERB
SELECTION
OF ALL
SPRING'S
BEST COLORS
LADIES'
SIZES
S-M-L
mpg) cigrsko
WOMEN'S "CAN'T TELL" BRAND
PANTY HOSE
100% NYLON
SLIGHT IRREGULARS
Smooth, trim fitting
nylon panty hose . . .
actually made to sell
for $1.50 ... in wide
color selection.
SPRING TONES
TWO SIZES:
PETITE/MEDIUM
MEDIUM TALL/TALL
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WOMEN'S SHEER, SEAMLESS
LON HOSE
SLIGHT IRREGULARS
Choose current shades of a brand so fa-
mous you'll recognize the name on sight.
81/7.11 SHORT, MEDIUM, LONG
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PERMANENT PRESS
65% POLYESTER — 35% COTTON
Lovely to look at . . . a delight to wear
. . . and care for, too, because they're
permanent press. All with roll-up sleeves,
new collar styles, inner-outer bottoms ...
in the smartest prints, plaids, solids.
100% NYLON GEORGETTE
SCARVES
SOLIDS, OMBRES, PRINTS, iFLOCKS
Finishing touch for your spring costume
soft feminine pastel shades.
18"x60" and 29"•29"
VEM02
A vast assortment of shirt
fashions in Permanent Press
fabrics, nylon or all cotton
knits. Many collar styles . . .
short or roll-up sleeves.
CASUALS
LOAFERS — LITTLE HEELS
Buckles, bows, straps trim these new
spring styles . . . favorite Abodes.
SIZES 4.10 •
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SHETLAND DELUXE
STICK VAC
3-PC. ACCESSORY KIT
000
i 4 1
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE 4 LOVELY DESIGNS•
• 6 2-Speed motor gives A black tea kettle or an• •
• • total vacuum power. o Id fashioned stove, a• •
• • • Snap stand. Power dial. 
, 
hutch or an antique finish• •
•
•
• 4/- , I Mid-grip handle. Avo- spice drawer to enhance• • ••
• •
• cado. your home.•
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2-HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
IRONING VALET
56" HIGH, 22x20" BASE
FOLDS FOR STORAGE
ROLLS ON CASTERS
MANY
USES
AROUND
THE
HOUSE
sro
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• •
•
• •
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WEST BEND
COFFEE MAKER
MAKES 5 TO 9 CUPS
FULLY AUTOMATIC
MAKE
TASTY
COFFEE
EVERY
TIME
6"
DAZEY
CAN OPENER
KNIFE SHARPENER
FULLY AUTOMATIC
HANDY
4 :fr
HELPER
IN YOUR
v .1 KITCHEN
699
PRETTY PAPER
HAMILTON BEACH
HAND MIXER
THREE-SPEED CONTROL
BEATER EJECTOR
6-FOOT
ATTACHED
CORD
699
PROCTOR SILEX
2-SLICE TOASTER
MIRROR CHROME FINISH
COLOR CONTROL
KITCHEN NEEDS
MATCHING DESIGNS
JUMBOT
TOWELS ItArol(PA,
19$ 254
THIS EVENT
ONLYI
•
•
ONE
YEAR
REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE
699
4
ROLLS
3-TIER ALL STEEL
UTILITY TABLE
• • • • • •
• • •
• •
• •
•
BATHROOM TISSUE
• •
• •
• • t• •
• •
• • •
• • •
SOFT FACIAL QUALITY
TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS
I 5"x20":30" HIGH
ELECTRIC OUTLET
ROLLS EASILY
7-PC. SET REGAL
COOKWARE
EXTRA HEAVY CAST ALUMINUM
FOR WATERLESS COOKING
99
SET INCLUDES
I-Qt., 21/2-Qt. pans,
glass covers. 5-9t.
dutch oven, 101/2-in.
open fry pan.
MIRRO
4-QT. PRESSURE
COOKER
S.
Cooks meat tender
in 1/3 time of old
methods. Auto-
matic I -pc. pres-
sure control.
REAL VALUE!
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ste
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• NON-SKID WESTINGHOUSE 48-INCH•
*.: BATHTUB MAT LIGHT BULBS SPONGE•
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COLORS
SAVE NOW
2 FOR
SC31€
PASTEL
COLORS
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WAKE AND SLEEP TO MUSIC 
•
•
•
•••
Westclox move- •• •
m en 2-speakers. • ••
•Drowse feature for • •
•ten minutes extra • •
•sleep. Antenna. • •
•
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1ET INCLUDES
)t., 21/2-Qt. pans,
ss covers. 5-9t.
tch oven, 101/2-in.
Ern fry pan.
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REAL VALUE!
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tea kettle or an
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an antique finish
iwer to enhance
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SOUNDWAVE ' SUNBEAM ELECTRIC JULLIETTE AM/FM
PORTABLE ALARM CLOCK RADIO
DUAL SPEAKERS
Big twin speakers give
magnificent tonal qual-
ify. Plays on batteries
or house current. Best
buy!
53-PC. DORSET MELAMINE
DELUXE CASE • LIGHTED DIAL
Up front alarm bar,
red indicator flag plus
pleasant bell tone
alarm in sculptured
beige case.
62-PC. SET STAINLESS STEEL
DINNER SET FLATWARE
DURABLE — DISHWASHER SAFE
STAIN
-RESISTANT
Is
SET INCLUDES
Eight complete place
settings, plus vegetable
dish, platter, creamer
and covered sugar bowl.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
STEAM-DRY
IRON
918
BUDGET PRICE!
Switches at push of the
button from steam to 'N . ..dry. 15 Vents give more
steam coverage. Fabric
dial. Fabulous Value!
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SPONGE MOP PLEDGE
SQUEEZE PLATE
PASTEL
COLORS
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FURNITURE POLISH •
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WAXES AS
YOU DUST
•
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SERVICE FOR EIGHT BY UTICA
[g SNOWDROP PATTERN
I
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SET INCLUDES
`)t' 8 knives, forks, dessertspoons, iced-drink spoons, 16teaspoons, 2 serving spoons,and 4 serving pieces.
9-IN. CAST IRON
CORNBREAD
SKILLET
EIGHT INDIVIDUAL SECTIONS
Cooks cornbread
in 8 pre4cut, ready-
to-serve pieces
with delicious
crust.
SNACK TRAYS
CONTEMPORARY WALNUT FINISH
BOOKCASE
TWO SLIDING GLASS DOORS
FITS ANY ROOM DECOR
I 2x30132" HIGH
S33
• •
SET OF FOUR T-V •
•
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•
• •
•
• •
•
INCLUDES ROLLING RACK •••
BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS • •
PLASTIC CLIPS — TIPS •Sig gi
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BRASS
LEGS
SPACE SAVER
POLE SHELF
SLIDING DOOR CABINET I
2 SHELVES — 2 RINGS
LOVELY SCROLL DESIGN 1
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MOLDED PLASTIC
PUNKIN SEAT
VACUUM FORMED — FOAM PAD
PLAY BEADS — HOLDING STRAP
PLATED STEEL SUPPORT
244
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, 54 IN. DRESS LENGTH
GARMENT BAG
16 GARMENT CAPACITY
3-HOOK FRAME
SIMULATED QUILT PLASTIC
NON-TEAR GROMMETS
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• NYLON TAFFETA•• •
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•
•• JACKETS
•
••••••••.••• CHOOSE FROM THREE HI-FASHION STYLES•
• •
• Three new styles; concealed•••
.•. zip-in hood, pullover with in-
•
S
• side pocket, and stand-up collar•
• model with two pockets and
• •
• •
• contrasting stitching . . . all in•••
.*. the seasons's best colors.
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WIND AND RAIN
RESISTANT
MEN'S S-M-L-XL
BOYS' SIZES 8-18
SUPERB SELECTION OF NEW SPRING COLORS
Choose a self-collared slip-over,
a zip front jacket with Barracuda
collar or a hooded _jacket with
diaganol stripes . .. in a selection
of six "with it" colors.
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• FOR
FASHION HIT OF THE SEASON
RARE PANTS
BOYS' 8-18
100% COTTON DENIM
COLORFUL STRIPES
Bold and bright and right for now.
Flare leg cotton denims . . . dur-
ably made to withstand rough
wear. Fine selection of new-color
stripes. Sanforized.
$4.00 VALUE
333
MEN'S 28-38
100% COTTON DENIM
NAVY BLUE
Every man's favorite . . . 10-oz.
sanforized navy blue denim . . .
fahioned into long, lean jeans with
19-inch flare bottoms. Two or four
big patch pockets.
$4.00 VALUE
333
MEN'S 100% BANLON
KNIT SHIRTS
SHORT SLEEVES — CREW OR COLLAR STYLES
Outstanding selection of colors in easy-to-care-forBanLon knits. Sale priced for this event only!
SIZES S-M-L-XL
REG. $3.99
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SAVE ON NO-IRON SHIRTS
EACH AND EVERY ONE PERMANENT PRESS
DRESS STYLES SPORT MODELS
SHORT SLEEVES
NEWEST COLLAR STYLES
See this outstanding collection of No-
Iron dress shirts in deep tones, stripes,
pastels and white. Superbly tailored
with newest fashion collars and short
sleeves. Our ,sale price is so low you
will want several for your wardrobe.
WHITE — STRIPES — SOLIDS
MEN'S 1 41/2- 1 7
FOR
OUR REGULAR $1.99
"HOPE" CUSHION SOLEMEN'SMEN SOCKS
100%,COTTON
Tremendous selection of fashion-right colors
plus white. Three pairs to pack.
PARS3 CI
SIZES 10-13
HUGE
SELECTION
OF SPRING'S
BEST
COLORS
SHORT SLEEVES
SMART NEW STYLES
Fabulous savings on all new deep-tone
solid shades, plus stripes and patterns.
Tailored with long point or regular col-
lars, short sleeves, and long tails of fine
never iron fabrics. There is a shirt in
this group to suit every man.
BOLD SOLIDS — PATTERNS
MEN'S S-M-L
MEN'S — BOYS' — YOUTHS'
SPORT SHOES
VINYL UPPERS — CREPE SOLES
Sporty white, jauntily striped in
black. Newest fashion.
BIG VALUE!
MEN'S REG. $3.66
BOYS' REG. $3.22
YOUTHS' REG. $3.00
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S•••
• •
••• PERMANENT PRESS • ••••••.• • • •• • •• • NEWEST FASHION COLORS •
• S.
• •
• This washable golfer style jacket never needs ironing. Zip • •
• • •
• front, Raglan shoulders, Barracuda collar, pleated back, • •••• •
• • •
• • slash pockets, elastic waist, button cuffs. •
• • • 
--\••• •
• 
. GET SET FOR SPRING AND SAVE! , S.• •
• f •
•
•
• •
•
• BOYS' SIZES 8-18 MEN'S S-M-L-XL • • ALL THE NEWEST STYLES•••
• 
399 
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••••.••SPORT MODELS DRESS STYLESS. ••• • PERMANENT PRESS PERMANENT PRESS• •
• 
•
• S.
• • 
.*„ Fashioned with new long point col- Choose great deep tone shades or•
S.
. 
..• lars and short sleeves. Huge selection favorite white. Regular collar style,• • •
O..
• 
••• of stripes, prints and solid colors, short sleeves. Tremendous value!
• •••
•
• • BLUE • BEIGE • •• FASHION SHORT•
• •
• . MAIZE • PEWTER • • COLORS SLEEVES• • •
• • • • •
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LATEST WHITE AND••••
• • • 
COLLAR• • • DEEP TONE
• • • STYLES SOLIDS••• •
• • • • •
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• 8-18 REG. $ 1.99 8-18• • •
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LACKS• 
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Flare leg or traditional slacks, ex- 4 4P"
pertly tailored of never-press fabrics
• S.•
••• •
• • •
•
• •
•
• 
in handsome stripes and solid colors.41,. S.
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• •
• •
•
SAVE ON THESE 
S. 99
•• •• S.
MEN'S
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SIZES• •
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•
• SPRING VALUES!
S.
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• El 29-42• • • COMPARE AT $8.00
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Damasks, Matelasses, Tweeds
and Linens in rich woven and
print designs. 54" wide.
TWIN OR FULL BED SIZE
SPREA
COLORFUL PLAIDS
NO PRESSING EVER
Big values in slightly irregular,
washable spreads in gay plaids.
Never need ironing.
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INDOOR/OUTDOOR
ROOM SIZE-81/2 x 111/2 FT.
DECORATIVE COLORS
Tweed pattern in decorator
colors. 100% Polypropylene
Olefin pile resists stains.
There's a
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
Deportment Store near you!
•
Just Say:
"CHARGE IT!"
master charge
11. \,NKAMERICARD
\
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TENNESSEE
